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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MAECH 23, 1903.
WARRANT.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Middlesex, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland in said County,
, Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are
required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town qualified
to vote in town elections and in town affairs to meet at the Town Hall
on Monday, March 23, 1903, at 6.30 o'clock in the forenoon, there
and then to act on the following articles, viz
:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator.
Art. 2. To choose a Town Clerk, Treasurer, Collector of
Taxes, Auditor, Highway Surveyor, three Selectmen, Treasurer of
the Library Funds, Tree Warden, one Assessor to fill a vacancy,
one Water Commissioner to fill a vacancy, seven Constables, all
for one year, one Member of School Committee, one Sinking Fund
Commissioner, one Assessor, one Water Commissioner, one Over-
seer of the Poor, two Trustees of the Public Library, one Member
of the Board of Health, all for three years. Also to answer the
following question, " Shall licenses for the sale of intoxicating li-
quors be granted in the Town of Wayland for the year ensuing? "
All names of candidates for the offices aforesaid and the said
question must appear upon the official ballot, and be voted for in
accordance with chapter 11 of the Revised Laws of Massachusetts.
For the purposes specified in this article the polls will be opened
immediately after the election of a Moderator, and will remain open
continuously till 1.30 P. M., when they may be closed.
Art. 3. To choose all other necessary Town Officers, Agents,
and Committees, and hear reports of Town Officers, Trustees,
Agents and Committees, and act thereon.
Art. 4. To grant and appropriate money for any and all neces-
sary Town purposes and order the same to be assessed, or do or
act.
Art. 5. To authorize the Selectmen to consult counsel on im-
portant Town cases.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will accept the list of jurors as pre-
pared by the Selectmen.
Art. 7. To appropriate the money received from the County
Treasurer for dog licenses.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will authorize its Treasurer to bor-
row money temporarily in anticipation of taxes for the municipal
year ending Feb. 28, 1904, and if so, how much?
Art. 9. To see if the Town will accept two hundred dollars,
bequeathed in trust by Mrs. Anna Lovejoy, and fix the rate of inter-
est thereon, or do, or act.
Art. 10. To see what action the Town will take in regard to
the offer of a gift from one of its citizens.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will extend the street Electric
lights from Cochituate to Fiske's corner, or do, or act.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will grant money to paint, repair,
and cleanse the Town Hall, or do, or act.
Art. 13. To act upon the Report of the Committee appointed
to establish the grade of Main street in Cochituate, and grant
money for repairs thereon, (if any be ordered by the Town) or do,
or act.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will allow, and establish as a pub-
lic way, Damon street (so called), as laid out by the Selectmen, or
do or act.
Art. 15. To see if the Town will allow, and establish, as a
public way, a street from the late residence of Jonas H. Morse to
Plain street, as laid out by the Selectmen, or do or act.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
further extend the street lights in and near Wayland Centre, or do
or act.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will reduce the rate of interest on
the Parson's fund, or do or act.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Weston
Water Company to extend its pipes in the Plain Road at Tower Hill,
from the boundary line between the Town of Wayland and the
Town of Weston, to the Peck Place, so-called, and now owned by
Dr. F. W. Draper, in the Town of Wayland, for the purpose of
supplying the residents on said street with water for the extinguish-
ment of fires, and for domestic and other purposes, or do or act.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will appoint a Committee to inves-
tigate the matter of supplying Wayland Centre and vicinity with
pure water, or do or act.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will declare itself in favor of im-
proving or making special repairs on Concord Road, so-called,
beginning at the railroad crossing and extending thence toward
Lincoln and Concord, and pass a vote directing that a specified
amount to be taken from the general appropriation for highway
purposes shall be expended under the direction of the Surveyor of
Highways in so improving or repairing said Concord Road, or take
any other or further action relative to the repairing or improving of
said road, or any portion thereof, or do or act.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
sell the gasoline fixtures, tanks and machinery formerly used in
lighting the Town Hall ; also the lamps and posts formerly used in
lighting the streets of Wayland Centre, or do or act.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will authorize the Water Commis-
sioners to borrow two thousand dollars for three years, the same to
be used on reservoir and to be paid from water rates, or do or act.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will grant an additional sum of
one hundred dollars to rebuild culvert at Tower Hill, or do or act.
Art. 24. To see what action the Town will take to secure eco-
nomically the janitor service for the Public Buildings ; the trans-
portation of scholars, the purchase of supplies, and the awarding of
contracts for labor and material whenever the same is practicable,
or do or act.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will authorize the Library Trus-
tees to sell the gas apparatus and certain chairs and unused
book-cases formerly used in the Library building, or do or act.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting attested
copies thereof at each of the Post Offices and Town House in said
Town seven days at least before the appointed time for holding
said meeting. Hereof fail not and make due return of this war-
rant with your doings thereon to the Town Clerk, on or before Sat-
urday, March 21, current.
Given under our hands this tenth day of March in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and three.
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD,
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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TOWN OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES.
Term Expires
CLERK
DANIEL BRACKETT 1903
TREASURER
FRANK E. YEAGER 1903
COLLECTOR
FRED P. DRAPER 1903
AUDITOR
CHARLES F. WHITTIER 1903
TREASURER OF LIBRARY FUNDS
HENRY D. PARMENTER 1903
SELECTMEN
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD, Chairman .... 1903
ALBION F. PARMENTER 1903
WILLIAM S. LOYELL 1903
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
DAVID P. W. LOKER, Chairman .... 1905
DANIEL W. RICKER, Clerk . • . . . 1903
THEODORE S. SHERMAN 1904
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
FRANK I. COOPER, Chairman 1904
ISAAC DAMON
,
. . 1905
FRANCIS SHAW, Appointed 1903
8Term Expires
ASSESSORS
EDWARD CARTER, Resigned February 28, 1903 . 1904
NATHANIEL R. GERALD 1905
MARCUS M. FISKE 1903
WATER COMMISSIONERS
WILLIAM M. FULLICK 1903
CHARLES H. BOODEY, Deceased .... 1904
HENRY G. DUDLEY 1905
TRUSTEES PUBLIC LIBRARY
JOHN CONNELLY, Chairman 1903
A. CLIFFORD BRYANT 1903
FRANCIS SHAW 1905
ALFRED W. CUTTING 1905
HON. CHESTER B. WILLIAMS .... 1904
ARTHUR G. BENNETT 1904
CONSTABLES
LAWRENCE H. McMANUS 1903
ANDREW H. MORSE 1903
ERNEST F. LAWRENCE 1903
ORLAND C. EWING 1903
PETER A. TETREAULT 1903
NAPOLEON LARREAU 1903
TRUSTEES OF THE ALLEN FUND
ISAAC DAMON 1903
CHARLES H. BOODEY, Deceased . . . . 1903
JAMES A. DRAPER 1903
FENCE VIEWERS
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD 1903
ALBION F. PARMENTER 1903
WILLIAM S. LOVELL . .... 1903
9Term Expires
FIELD DRIVERS
Vacancy ......... 1903
"Vacancy 1903
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
DANIEL BRACKETT 1903
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
GEORGE B. HOWE 1903
EDWARD CARTER 1903
WILLIAM S. LOVELL 1903
SURVEYOR OF LUMBER
Vacancy 1903
SUPERINTENDENTS OF CEMETERIES
ANDREW S. MORSE 1903
DAMON L. VEASEY 1903
FINANCE COMMITTEE
A. F. PARMENTER 1903
D. W. RICKER 1903
PAUL T. DRAPER 1903
ISAAC DAMON 1903
E. E. BUTLER 1903
TREE WARDEN
PETER LEVITRE . . 1903
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE
A. CLIFFORD BRYANT ERVIN W. SCHLEICHER
PAUL F. DRAPER
ENGINEERS FIRE DEPARTMENT
EDWIN W. MARSTON 1903
WILLARD C. HUNTING ...... 1903
WILLIAM L. KING 1903
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Term Expires
SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS
WILLIAM C. NEAL 1903
REGISTRARS OF VOTE.RS
THEODORE L. SAWIN, Chairman . . . . 1903
JAMES H. CARROLL 1904
FRANK HAYNES 1905
DANIEL BRACKETT 1903
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS
EDWIN W. MARSTON 1903
HENRY D. PARMENTER 1904
HON. CHESTER B. WILLIAMS .... 1905
BOARD OF HEALTH
MARSHALL C. BALDWIN 1905
WILLARD C. HUNTING 1904
THOMAS BRYANT, V. S 1903
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REPORT OF SELECTMEN".
Wayland, February 28, 1903.
We have made the following appointments as required by law
:
Engineers of Fire Department. Edwin W. Marston, Willard C.
Hunting, William L. King.
Inspector of Animals . Thomas Bryant, V. S.
Registrar of Voters. Frank Haynes.
Auctioneers. George E. Sherman, Jacob Reeves and Daniel W.
Ricker.
Public Weighers. George B. Howe, Lorenzo K. Lovell, Albert L.
Adams.
Fish and Game Warden. John J. Erwin.
Burial Agentfor Indigent Soldiers. Charles H. May.
Election Officers. Precinct 1 . Warden, E. F. Lee ; Clerk, William
Stearns; Inspectors, Howard W. Parmenter, T. W. Frost, John J.
Roan, James L Bryden. Precinct 2. Warden, Ernest E. Butler
;
Clerk, C. S. Williams ; Inspectors, N. S. Walton, Bryant M. Bailey,
Ezra Lamay, William Lacoutre.
Janitor of Hall. John E. Linnehan.
Police Officers. Frank X. Lupien, John B. McManus, James
Linnehan, M. W. Hynes, Orlando C. Ewing, Pliny W. Meader.
Special Police Officers. John E. Linnehan, Charles W. EUms,
Irving Currier, Alv in B. Neal, William L. King, Charles Magorty.
Sealeir of Weights and Measures. Daniel Brackett.
The Selectmen, after making a careful investigation and obtaining
several bids, decided that the appropriation of $100 was not enough
to obtain satisfactory results in relaying the Culvert near Tower
Hill, and would respectfully recommend an additional appropriation
of One Hundred Dollars.
12
We have received plans and specifications from the Highway
Commissioners for establishing a proper grade at Main Street in
Cochituate, as per vote of the Town, and the cost thereof. The
same are on file at the Selectmen's office.
Acting under a vote of the town we have contracted with the
Weston Electric Light Co. for a term of five years, for a loop of
twenty street lights which we believe are giving general satis-
faction.
The Town Hall has been wired and equipped with new electric
fixtures and electric lights throughout, in a first class manner, to
the satisfaction of the Board.
The commercial lighting is to be furnished to the inhabitants of
Wayland at the same rate as in Weston.
We would respectfully urge that the town appropriate a sum of
money to paint and repair the Town Hall, outside and in.
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD,
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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INCIDENTALS.
1902.
March 31. Appropriation . . . $2,000 00
Appropriation for overdraft 994 93
31. Overdraft . . . $994 93
1903.
Feb. 28
April
Expenditures $1,990 40
Unexpended balance . 9 60
<t»o on /I
5. E. F. Lemoine, delivering Town
Reports .... $5 00
5. J. E. Linnehan, delivering Town
Reports .... 5 00
5. F. E. Yeager, stationery and
postage 11 49
5. M. T. Hall, printing Town Re-
ports ..... 178 22
5. M. T. Hall, printing jury lists 2 00
5. E. H. Atwood, express and keys 1 28
5. Maiden Chemical Co., acid for
sealing .... 1 50
5. Thomas Groom & Co., printing
voting lists.... 22 65
5. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
5. 0. C. Ewing, police service 20 50
5. G. F. Marston, care of town
clock .... 20 00
14
April 5. Clement Bond, rent Foresters'
hall $ 8 00
5. Thomas Bryant, disinfecting
tramp house and burying dog 6 00
5. Gilbert & Parker Co., repairs
on gas machine . 3 22
5. W. C. Hunting, making returns
to the State Board of Health
and services rendered local
board .... 15 00
5. A. S. Morse, printing and post-
ing warrants 12 00
May- 3. C. M. Magorty, police duty 19 50
3. J. B. Chabeneau, police duty . 3 65
3. F. E. Yeager, stationery 10 60
3. M. T. Hall, printing envelopes 1 25
3. E. H. Atwood, pails, keys, ex-
press 2 95
3. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
3. J. E. Linnehan, janitor town
hall and extra labor 26 50
3. Gilbert & Barker Manufactur-
ing Co., gasoline 19 20
3. Daniel Brackett, Drafting and
recording tax title 2 52
June 7. J. L. Moore, land damages 24 00
7. M. T. Hall, printing warrants 5 00
7. A. S. Morse, printing and post-
ing warrants 8 50
7. Clement Bond, rent of Forest-
ers' hall .... 4 00
7. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
7. H. G. Dudley, Moderator 5 00
7. C. M. Magorty, police service 15 14
15
7. C. E. Reed, tuning piano $ 2 00
7. P. B. Murphy, assessors can-
vassing books and posters 6 00
7. Frank Haynes, labor and mate-
rial, repairs at Town Hall . 17 51
7. Robinson & Jones, cement and
drain pipe .... 1 90
7. C. W. Dean & Co., labor relay-
ing water fountain pipe 9 25
7. William Hall & Co., padlocks
and keys .... 2 30
7. Peter Levitre, trimming trees . 9 90
7. Napoleon Godoin, trimming
trees ..... 2 25
7. Nelson Mathew, carting . 1 00
7. E. W. Ellis, dinners legislative
committee .... 9 00
7. E. W. Ellis, entertaining com-
mittee from legislature 35 00
7. H. E. Carson, music for en-
tertainment 10 00
7. W. C. Hunting, special car 2 50
5. William Stearns, iron bar and
guide board 2 75
5. Thomas Groom & Co., envel-
opes and order book 19 50
5. M. C. Warren & Co., brass
padlocks .... 1 62
5. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
5. Cleland & Underwood, mat-
tresses *and blankets for
lockup • . . . 8 25
5. Nelson Mathieu, carting limbs 1 50
5. H. T. Potvin, trimming trees . 15 50
5. Peter Levitre, trimming trees . 21 30
16
July 5. A. S. Morse, fumigating . $ 17 00
5. Hobbs & Warren, Treasurer's
books 36 00
5. Fiske & Co., tin box . . 75
5. Daniel Brackett, professional
services, postage, mailing
warrants and sealing milk
jars ..... 58 45
5. C. M. Magorty, police service 6 65
5. W. L. King, police service 1 00
2. C. M. Magorty, police service 15 13
2. Lyman Rhode Press, printing
tax bills .... 5 SO
2. N. R. Gerald, team for asses-
sors 13 00
2. W. L. King, police service 1 00
2. Thomas Bryant, fumigating 4 50
2. L. K. Lovell, supplies 11 12
2. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
2. Daniel Brackett, sealing milk
jars 3 15
2. Carter Ink Co., ink 1 25
2. Edward Carter, stationery and
postage .... 2 86
2. J. E. Linnehan, janitor and
police duty.... 24 65
6. E. F. Lawrence, police service 6 00
6. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps..... 5 00
6. J. B. McManus, police service 6 00
6. L. H. McManus, posting war-
rants and police duty . 12 00
6. John Chenette, labor 3 12
6. Thomas Groom & Co., sta-
tionery 2 50
17
6. W. F. Garfield, team $ 1 00
6. F. E. Yeager, insurance . 20 00
6. Hannah Mullen, stamped enve-
lopes and postage, tax col-
lector .... 14 32
6. Wakefield Daily Item, printing
dog licenses 1 50
6. C. A. Peck, carting limbs 1 00
6. Peter Levitre, trimming trees . 1 80
6. C. M. Magorty, police service 15 60
4. William Stearns, care of clock,
labor and boards for signs . 24 55
4. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps..... 5 00
4. D. W. Ricker, labor on street
signs ..... 2 80
4. W. C. Neal, labor and team.
putting up street signs 10 50
4. J. E. Linnehan, labor on gaso-
line pump, team and police
service .... 9 25
4. Gilbert & Barker Manufactur-
ing Co., gasoline 8 76
4. C. M. Magorty, police service 9 60
4. T. W. Frost, printing and let-
tering sign boards and white-
washing .... 30 01
1. G. F. Marston, insurance on
town clock .... 4 80
1. P. S. Ide, vaccinaton 5 50
1. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
1. C. A. Draper, copying valua-
tions on tax bills . 15 00
1. Thomas Groom & Co., print-
ing and tax record book 21 25
18
1. Gilbert & Barker Manufactur-
ing Co., repairs and labor on
gas machine $33 76
1. J. E. Linnehan, janitor service
Town hall .... 18 75
1. E. F. Lawrence, collecting dog
tax, posting warrants and
police service 15 00
1. H. M. Meek Co., printing for
assessors .... 4 75
1. M. T. Hall, printing notices
. 1 50
1. M. W. Hynes, transportation
of prisoners 8 00
1. William F. Garfield, team 3 50
1. J. N. Banks, transportation of
prisoners .... 1 50
1. F. H. Dunham, transportation
of prisoners 2 50
1. Samuel Reed, transportation of
prisoners .... 1 50
1. Patrick Nolan, transportation
of prisoners 1 50
1. L. H. McManus, transportation
of prisoners 3 00
1. J. B. McManus, transportation
of prisoners 1 00
1. James Eagen, transportation of
prisoners .... 1 00
1. C. M. Magorty, police service 2 00
1. Samuel Reed, transportation of
prisoners .... 1 50
1. E. F. Lawrence, police service 2 00
1. A. S. Morse, police service 2 00
17. Daniel Brackett, postage for
mailing warrants 5 00
6. F. E. Yeager, insurance . 225 00
19
1903.
Jan.
6. E. E. Butler, insurance . $210 00
6. E. F. Lawrence, conveying bal-
lot box and posting warrants 5 50
6. W. S. Lovell, perambulating
town line and team 5 00
6. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps and perambulating
town line .... 8 00
6. P. S. Ide, vaccination 1 50
6. C. A. Roak, conveying voting
booths .... 1 50
6. Cleland & Underwood, bedding
for lockup .... 4 50
6. Albert Stevens, electric wiring
at engine house 4 60
6. J. E. Linnehan, work on railing 1 00
6. C. H. Magorty, police service 9 25
6. Daniel Brackett, professional
services, sealing jars and
fares. .... 49 00
6. G. C. Fairbank, printing bal-
lots 15 00
6. M. W. Hynes, transportation
of prisoners 6 00
6. W. F. Garfield, transportation
of prisoners .... 2 50
6. W. L. King, police service
•
1 00
3. W. F. Garfield, team 1 50
3. T. S. Sherman, lighting street
lamps .... 5 00
3. J. H. Lee, transportation of
prisoners .... 1 50
3. P. J. McManus, transportation
of prisoners 1 00
20
3. Samuel Reed, transportation of
prisoners .... $1 50
3.
SO
nrisonprs 1 00
oi prisoners . . . 11 nn
ao
.
jLi. XI. ivicivianus, iransporiaiion
<Ji. LJ110\Jiidi9 ... o 00
D P W T.nWf»r rptnrn nf
ueains .... 9
•J • Xj. XXj XYXV^XVXaiiUo j ^(JilCUtliig LlUg
iiuciiocs dna conveying udiioi
box ..... oo tJO
Th'. TT A+wnnrI A orpnf Pvr»rp<!QJ2i. XX. LWUUU, xx^CXlLj CApX Cod 1X X 0
a
o« jjaniei jjracKcLi, scdiing iuuk
jars ..... 1 1
5 JL/diliCi XJi ctUiS.C lL, pUoLdgC LXiclii'
ing warrants co nouu
7
f 1 . o. onerman, iigniing sireet
ICLIilLIO..... 5 00
7 VjrliucXL Oc JDcirKCX v^O.f gcLSUilllC 1
1
X X 00uu
7 PILZ Oc iJclxKcr, LXXciXLlJcii dllU
uuupcx .... 1
7. TTaH nrinfino" wa rranf^sJ.VX • X • XXcXXlj LIXXXXLXXig VrCtXXaXlLO . 3 00
7. T IhI T.inrtpVipn lanifnrJ • Mit x^xiiXidia/Xi, ja.iiXL<jx . . 18 75
7 n V^PQorpr in C11 TCI nr^pX . Xli. X CctgCX J XXXo UX CtXXV^C • . 10 00
7. frarfiplH i"ran<;nnrfafinn nfTT . vJI^ClX XlV^Xv^, LX CLXXO L/VJX tdf LXWil ^1
prisoners .... 1 00
7 ixcixuxx xj. xcxxy, lx dxxo L><b^x ictixv^xx
of orisnnprs 1 50
7
prisoners .... 1 00
7. Samuel Reed, transportation of
prisoners .... 1 00
21
28. Daniel Brackett, recording
births, deaths and marriages,
stationery, postage, express
and sealing jars . $57 03
28. E. F. Lawrence, police service 2 00
28. E. H. Atwood, postage and car
fares ..... 2 00
28. A. F. Parmenter, postage, car
fares and out of town service 11 83
28. W. S. Lovell, postage, car fares
and out of town service 11 90
28. E. W. Marston, repairs on
lockup .... 17 69
28. L. K. Lovell, sundries 11 41
28, Fred T. Hyde, return of birth 75
28. A. S. Morse, return of deaths . 2 25
28. American Express Co., express 50
28. Fiske & Co., stove pipe, lockup 2 36
28. L. H. McManus, posting war-
rant 4 00
27. N. Lareault, police service 1 00
$1,990 40
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD,
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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LIST OF JURORS
AS PREPARED BY THE SELECTMEN FOR 1903.
Fred P. Draper. Napoleon Paradeau
Jeremiah Lyons. Alfred A. Carter.
Walter F. Evans. Jesse W. Jennison.
John E. Linnehan. Charles H. Fiske.
John J. Roan. Edwin W. Marston.
Ferdinand K. Hunt. John F. Maloy.
Samuel S. Davidson. Patrick Nolan.
William L. King. Michael W. Hynes.
William Wheeler. Cyrus A. Roak.
Thomas W. Frost. Elijah H. Atwood.
Marcus M. Fiske. Timothy Linnehan.
Marshall C. Baldwin. Allan B. Sherman.
Henry P. Sherman. Felix Noel.
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD,
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
Selectmen of Wayland,
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK.
Wayland, January 1, 1903.
BIRTHS.
Whole number registered during the year is thirty-three.
Males ........ 13
Females 20
Born of native parents 19
Born of foreign parents ..... 2
Born of native native and foreign parents . . 12
MARRIAGES.
Whole number registered during the year is twenty-six.
Native birth of both parties . . . . 17
Native and foreign birth ..... 9
First marriage of both parties .... 19
First of one and second of the other ... 5
Second of both 2
DEATHS.
Whole number registered during the year thirty-three.
Married ........ 10
Widowed 9
Single • . . . 14
Native Birth 18
Foreign Birth 15
Males ........ 16
Females . . . . . . . . 17
24
Names of persons deceased during the year who were over
seventy years of age.
Years Months Days
Anna M. P. Varnum ... 85 3
Charles Moulton .... 87 2 IS
Susan Mcllroy .... 78 2
Thresa Schneider .... 74
Aurelia Damon .... 70 3 17
Jane Erwin 79 1 9
Martha B. Wight .... 83 6
Eliza Spear . • . . . 71
Phebe Davignon .... 88 11
NOSOLOGICAL TABLE
Heart Disease . . . . , . . . 7
Carcimona ........ 2
Phthisis 3
R. R. Accident 2
Senile Dementia ....... 1
Bronchitis ........ 1
Apoplexy ........ 2
Endocarditis 2
Convulsions ....... 1
Indigestion , 1
Acute Rheumatism ...... 1
Cholera Infantum . . . . . . 1
Dropsy 1
Diabetes 1
Spinal Meningitis ...... 1
Myocarditis ....... 1
Arterio Scelerosis ...... 1
Scarlet Fever 1
Still-born 3
VOTERS.
Number registered November 4, 1902 . . . 539
Precinct I. . . . .167
Precinct II 372
25
Ballots cast precinct I .
Ballots cast precinct II
Number of women voters
Number women voting at annual meeting
DOGS.
110 males at $2.00
15 females at $5.00
125 licenses at 20 cents
VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
Bates, Republican
Berry, Socialist Labor
Chase, Socialist
Gaston, Democrat
Partridge, Prohibition
135
302
72
$220 00
75 00
$295 00
25 00
$270.00
214
10
76
127
3
VOTE FOR SENATOR.
Foley, Democrat
Gove, Republican
133
227
VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVES.
Brigham, Nomination Paper
Dufault, Republican .
Mitchell, Democrat .
Sawin, Republican
. 1553
. 1219
. 1613
1337
DANIEt BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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ASSESSORS' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1903.
Valuation of Real Estate May 1, 1902 . $1,425,295 00
" Personal Estate May 1, 1902 293,899 00
Total Valuation .... $1,719,194 00
Valuation of Real Estate May 1, 1901 . 1,417,480 00
Personal Estate May 1, 1901 273,594 00
Increase ....
Taxes assessed for town purposes
Overlayings .
State tax
State tax special marsh land
State tax highway
County tax ....
Total tax committed to collector
Number of polls assessed 1902 .
1901
Whole number of persons assessed
Number of residents assessed on property
Number of non-residents assessed on prop
erty
Total number assessed on property .
Total value of land
** buildings . . . .
677
690
1,026
446
163
609
$1,691,074 00
28,120 00
23,954 13
116 23
900 00
516 44
113 50
1,885 54
$27,485 84
$581,160 00
844,135 00
27
Value of church property
town " . . .
Number of horses assessed
cows " . . .
'* neat cattle other than cows
*' swine . . . .
** fowls . . . .
** dwelling houses
** acres of land .
Rate of taxation, 1902 .
1901
$ 28,440 00
131,545 00
457
784
69
396
1,790
447
9,020 3-5
15 20
15 50
Taxes Abated During the Year.
Taxes assessed in 1896.
Real estate . . . . 66 43
Personal estate . . . 9 36
Polls 142 00
217 79
Taxes assessed in 1897.
Real estate .... 176 04
Personal estate ... 35 90
Polls 198 00
409 94
Taxes assessed in 1898.
Real estate .... 36 96
Polls 2 00
38 96
Taxes assessed in 1899.
Real estate . . . . 10 00
Polls 8 00
'— 18 00
Taxes assessed in 1900.
Real estate .... 13 60
Polls 6 00
19 60
28
Taxes assessed in 1901.
Real estate . . . . $23 25
Polls 4 00
$27 25
Taxes assessed in 1902.
Real estate .... 16 41
Personal estate ... 46
Polls 2 00
18 87
Total abatements for the year . . $750 41
We would respectfully recommend that a sum of money, not ex-
ceeding three hundred dollars, be appropriated for the purpose of
furnishing the Assessors' rooms in the Town Hall for the use of
the Assessors.
Respectfully submitted,
NATHANIEL R. GERALD,
MARCUS M. FISKE.
Watland, February 28, 1903.
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REPORT OF THE OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
FOR THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1903.
The Almshouse has been in charge of Mr. George E. Bezanson.
He has given entire satisfaction in the performance of his duties.
OuT-DOOR Poor, Partial Support.
Number of persons aided . . . . 107
In-Door Poor, Full Support.
Almshouse 7
Insane Hospitals ...... 4
118
Financial Statement.
March. Appropriation $1,500 00
June 16. Received from town of Lexing-
ton .... 52 00
June 16. Received from W. Evans 19 00
September 9. Received from town of
Southboro 157 15
October 10. Received from town of
Medway 15 50
October 21. Received from town of
Marlboro . 121 05
November. Appropriation 1,000 00
January 16. Appropriation . 600 00
February 10. Received from town of
Southboro . 179 02
$3,643 72
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Almshouse Receipts.
Sale of horse
Eggs .
Corn .
Tomatoes
Turnips
Potatoes
Poultry
Squashes
Apples
Plow
Milk .
Cabbage
Pasturing
Beets
Pork .
Keeping dog
Total Receipts .
March 1, 1902. Overdraft
$200 00
24 94
11 80
6 60
8 90
34 55
21 74
6 39
36 05
3 00
3 10
6 65
17 00
1 54
11 60
5 00
Almshouse Expenditures,
Paid Warden's salary- $276 00
Paid provisions 142 48
Paid groceries 200 19
Paid grain . . . 289 77
Paid repairs .... 24 42
Paid furnishings 43 99
Paid lumber .... 23 73
Paid wood 22 38
Paid fertilizer 14 00
Paid manure .... 3 00
Paid labor .... 35 63
Paid pasturing 40 00
Paid veterinary- 7 00
Paid clothing .... 39 40
Paid hogs 33 50
$398 86
$4,042 58
290 79
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Paid hay-
Paid ice .
Paid plough
Paid apples
Paid hardware
Paid medicine
Paid blacksmithing
Paid wire netting
Paid seed
Paid horse
Paid miscellaneous
Paid horse blanket
Paid fish
Paid tin and glassware
$40 00
9 36
7 00
13 00
20 74
4 55
22 93
18 95
17 40
85 00
17 97
3 50
8 23
4 73
$1,468 85
Expenditures, Out-Door Poor.
Having a settlement in Wayland and residing elsewhere.
Henry Benoit and family, Springfield
Groceries and provisions
Clothes
Medical attendance
Coal ....
E. Roberts and family. North Brookfield.
Groceries and provisions
Medical aid
Coal . . • .
Milk ....
Shoes ....
N. Normandy, North Brookfield.
Groceries and provisions
Clothing
Coal ....
Medical aid
Freight
$122 49
10.60
14 00
10 80
$96 11
10 90
3 50
2 13
7 60
$38 31
10 65
7 00
14 25
21 49
$157 89
$120 24
$91 70
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E. Bills, Natick.
Groceries $ 6 00
Louise Cotton, Boston . . . 18 86
W. H. Mullen, Boston .
Groceries 6 00
$400 69
Wayland and residing there.
$49 00
28 25
57 00
46 72
20 64
13 00
18 74
8 00
$241 35
George A. Chalmers.
Rent $32 75
Wood and coal . . . . 15 75
Groceries 23 03
Clothes 2 25
$73 78
J. B. McElroy.
Medical aid $5 00
Coal 1 00
$6 00
Ann Painter.
Board . . . . • . $41 00
$41 00
Frank Davieau.
Provisions $14 43
Groceries 33 98
Shoes . .... 1 90
$50 31
Having a settlement in
John Chenette and family.
Rent
Coal and wood
Groceries
Provisions
Milk
Medical aid
Clothes .
Burial expenses
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C. Davieau.
Provisions
Groceries
Mrs. L. Cormier.
Provisions
Groceries
Shoes
Medical aid
Fish
Milk .
Wood .
Henry Cormier.
Provisions
Groceries
T. Bowles.
Provisions
Groceries
Milk .
Lewis Tatro.
Provisions
B. Tatro.
Funeral expenses
Provisions
Henry Potvin.
Groceries and Provisions
W. Sawyer.
Burial expenses
$8 53
20 97
32 06
30 33
3 00
4 00
5 49
93
2 75
$15 29
10 26
$13 37
22 11
1 98
$6 01
$20 00
6 01
$56 62
$18 00
$29 50
$78 56
$25 55
$37 46
$6 01
$26 01
$56 62
$18 00
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Mrs. Videon.
Board . ... $6 SO
$6.50
$696 65
Insane Hospitals.
J. A. Wing, Worcester . . . . $169 46
Clara Davis, Westboro . . . . 169 46
Ellen Stanton, Medfield .... 146 00
James Burke, Westboro .... 91 46
$576 38
Having a settlement in other towns and residing in Wayland.
J. Hawkins, Southboro.
Rent $48 00
Wood and coal . . . . 21 25
Groceries 46 50
Medical aid 24 00
$139 75
W. Fortin, Medway.
Groceries $7 50
Coal 2 00
Rent 6 CO
$15 50
H. Godoin, Marlboro.
Groceries and provisions . . $64 00
Shoes 1 25
Rent 5 00
Coal 9 50
$79 75
Mrs. Charles Morse, Southboro
Provisions
Groceries
Milk
Medical aid .
Shoes
$47 00
50 00
10 11
18 00
6 27
$131 38
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E. Holdway, Lexington.
Board .
Archie Dupree, Framingham.
Provisions
Groceries
Coal
Rent
Milk
$52 00 $52 00
$19 85
37 35
4 75
5 75
1 56
$69 26
G. Randolph, Boston.
Burial expenses .... $18 00 $18 00
$505 64
Traveling expenses, settlement of cases,
stationery and postage stamps . . $58 76 $58 76
Total expenditures . . . $3,997 76
Unexpended balance ... 44 82
$4,042 58
Inmates at Almshouse, March 1, 1903.
Charles Dascomb, age 71 years,
Louise Cotton, age 71 years.
Ann Painter, age 73 years.
George Chalmers, age 84 years.
Clare Anderson.
John F. McCann, age 35 years, admitted to the almshouse, Decem-
ber 30, 1902, with an incurable disease (Consumption). Removed
to Consumptive Hospital at Tewksbury, February 3, 1903.
Tramps lodged 290
Meals furnished . . . . . . . . 219
Inventory of Property at Almshouse.
Real Estate $2,500 00
One horse $150 00
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Two cows
Six pigs .
Ninety-five hens
Mowing machine
Double harness
Two express harnesses
Two plows
Three harrows .
One market wagon
One hay wagon
One sled .
One hay rake .
One hay tedder
One tip-cart
Four cords manure
Four tons hay .
One sleigh
Three horse blankets
Potatoes .
Apples
Salt pork .
Milk cooler
Ten cords wood
Farming tools .
Furniture and utensils in house
$70 00
72 00
71 25
15 00
15 00
8 00
16 00
3 00
35 00
20 00
15 00
3 00
10 00
10 00
24 00
80 00
20 00
8 00
10 00
6 00
36 00
3 00
60 00
52 65
$812 90
286 20
$3,599-10
The expenses of the Overseers of the Poor have been increased
by smallpox and scarlet fever to the amount of $353.30.
An appropriation of $2,500.00 is asked for the ensuing year.
Respectfully submitted,
DAVID P. W. LOKER,
DANIEL W. RICKER,
THEODORE S. SHERMAN,
Overseers of the Poor.
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY.
During the past year the library has shown a steady gain in use-
fulness and adaptability to the requirements of the community.
The reclassification, increasing as it has the accessibility of the
library, has shown the wisdom of the undertaking, and thanks are
due to the public spirited citizens and friends who made it possible.
What for many years had been matters of guess work have been
reduced to certainties. Statistical information including circulation
and classes of reading is now based on facts, not conjecture. Books
that are in the library can now be found without annoying delays.
The annual inspection was accomplished this year with more
satisfactory results. A few books are missing which we trust will
be returned or replaced soon. The library as a whole is in good
condition considering the length of time that some of the books
have been in service. We find that there has been considerable
wear and tear which has necessitated the withdrawal of quite a
number of books for rebinding. Many of what are termed standard
works and classics are sadly in need of replacing with later editions,
which are published in more attrative form and with type that is
less tiresome to the eye ; among these are such as Cooper, Scott,
Dickens, Hawthorne and others, some of which have been in use
since the institution of the library. The juveniles also need a
thorough going over. The books put into the hands of the young
should be in the best condition of any in the library for the moral
and educational effect if nothing more.
The increased circulation, from 5487 last year to 6797 this year,
is pleasing and would have been greater but for the withdrawal of
books from circulation in Cochituate from December 13 to January
24, during the prevalence of smallpox.
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The statistical tables as compared with last year show many
other gratifying changes especially in the more profitable classes of
reading. We have adopted the method of purchasing books
monthly and it seems to meet with favor.
It is impossible to meet the demand for current fiction with our
limited means and we do not think it advisable to invest as large an
amount as formerly, in this class of books, many of which prove to
be worthless after a few months circulation and are then left to take
up valuable room. Among the great number of books of fiction
now being published very few are of lasting worth.
It was with regret that we accepted the resignation of Mrs.
Small which was tendered in December and took effect January
first. Her term as librarian was marked for its efficiency and faith-
fulness, her ready adaptability to the details and needs of the
library and the progressive spirit with which she entered into the
work increased the usefulness and convenience of the library.
We succeeded in getting as her successor Miss Margaret E.
Wheeler, who is a graduate of Bates College and is well equipped
for the position. She is proving most satisfactory.
The friends of the library have not been unmindful of our wants.
Early in the year we received from Mrs. William F. Matchett a gift
ot "Three hundred dollars for the purchase of books of biography,
travel and reference principally" and by consulting the list of
accessions it will be seen that we were enabled to procure many ex-
cellent and much needed works. Gifts of this nature are of lasting
worth.
Later we received a typewriter, an acquisition that we could
hardly do without. All the cards are now being typewritten, thus
rendering them more legible and uniform.
Numerous other donations have been received including mag-
azines from Mr. Wallace S. Draper, books from the late Dr. C. H.
Boodey, the Misses Loring, Mrs. Charles A. Cutting, Mr. Francis
Shaw, Hon. C. Q. Tirrell, Mr. John Q. Adams and unknown donors
whose thoughtful interest should be fully appreciated by the
citizens.
Through the kindness of Messrs. Francis B. and Horace Sears
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the portrait of Judge Mellen has been framed in harmony with the
library furnishings. And we are informed that we are soon to re-
ceive from the same source an appropriate frame for the protrait of
their father, Rev. E H. Sears, who was closely identified with the
early days of the library. We hope that these gifts may lead to
others of a similar nature, as those who were identified with the
library in former days are deserving places of honor in the present
building, but of course [should be in keeping with the surroundings.
Realizing that the method of lighting the library was deficient
in many respects, and from the standpoint of safety not what it
should be, the trustees asked the town at a special town meeting
for an appropriation for electric lighting which was readily granted
and the system is now in operation.
We also asked the town to take some action in recognition of the
gift of the Library Building by the late Warren G. Roby and it met
with hearty response in the form of an appropriation for a bronze
tablet which has been placed in the library and the inscription is,
WAYLAND
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
FOUNDED — 1848
THIS BUILDING
THE GIFT OF
WARREN GOULD ROBY
1900
The opening of the library on Wednesday evenings is most satis-
factory and there is a general demand for more open hours which
the Trustees will gladly grant when sufficient funds are at their dis-
posal to cover the extra expense.
Mrs. Sarah E. Heard, who faithfully served as Librarian from
1885 to 1901, has passed away during this year.
A matter that should have early attention is the establishment of
a reading room and branch library at Cochituate.
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We recommend an appropriation of eight hundred dollars for the
next year. With this amount the library can be kept in operation
but no department is more worthy of an increased appropriation and
none could use it to better advantage.
Appended is the Librarian's report including a catalogue of last
years accessions.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN CONNELLY, Chairman,
FRANCIS SHAW,
ARTHUR G. BENNETT,
A. CLIFFORD BRYANT,
C. B. WILLIAMS.
Note. Owing to his absence abroad, the signature of Mr.
Alfred W. Cutting, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, does not
appear.
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
To the Trustees of the Public Library:
The Librarian submits the following report for the year ending
January 31, 1903 :
Number of volumes—classified :
Fiction 3,194
Biography .... 935
General subjects . . . 7,311
Total .... 11,440
Unclassified
:
Government and state reports 1,951
Miscellaneous . . . 783
Total .... 2,734
Total 14,174
Number purchased .... 121
Number replaced .... 2
Number presented .... 179
Total number taken out during the
year 6,797
Number taken out through Cochituate
ofQce 1,158
Number of cards in use . . . 466
The following periodicals are to be regularly found in the read-
ing room
:
Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, Scribner's, Munsey, St.
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Nicholas, Atlantic, Saturday Evening Post, Success, Ladies' Home
Journal, Youths' Companion, Bookman, Review of Reviews, Mc-
Clure's, Cosmopolitan, Century, Woman's Journal, Cochituate En-
terprise, Perry Magazine, Rhodora.
Classes of Reading by Per Cent.
Fiction
Biography
General works
Literature
Science
History
77.621
4.435
1.926
3.972
1.940
6.582
Religion
Sociology
Philosophy
Art
Juvenile
.649
.933
.127
1.585
18.371
The state and government reports still remain unclassified, but it
is hoped that circumstances will permit of its being done in the
near future.
The addition of a typewriter has facilitated the work of the
Librarian to a great extent.
On account of smallpox the residents of Cochituate were not
allowed to take books from the Library from December 13, 1902,
to January 24, 1903. This has reduced the amount of circulation
through the Cochituate office.
In closing, the Librarian is pleased to say that the past year has
proved the new system to be a success.
MARGARET E. WHEELER,
Librarian.
Wayland, February 4, 1903.
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ACCESSIONS.
Reference.
*423-C33 Century Dictionary and Cyclopaedia.
*720-ST9 Dictionary of Architecture and Building, 3v. Rus-
sell Sturgis.
*433-W51 Dictionary of the English and German Languages.
I. E. Wessely,
*803-P33 Harper's Classical Dictionary.
*973-L89H Harper's Encyclopaedia of United States History,
10 V.
*443-SM6 International English and French Dictionary.
Smith and Hamilton.
463-L88 Nuevo Diccionario Ingles-Espanol y Espanol-In-
gles. Lopes and Bensley.
*920-T36 Universal Pronouncing Dictionary of Biography
(1901) and Mythology, 2 v.
Religion.
292-G2S Classic Myths in English Literature, The. Charles
M. Gayley, Ed.
Sociology.
304-G42 Back to the Soil or From Tenement House to Farm
Colony. Bradley Gilman.
374-W27 Character Building. Booker T. Washington.
327-F81 Century of American Diplomacy. John W. Foster.
378-H26 Harvard University Cat. 1902-3.
304-R44 How the Other Half Lives. Jacob A. Reis.
327-M27 Retrospect and Prospect. A. T. Mahan.
Science.
597-J76 American Food and Game Fishes. Jordan and
Evermann.
5S1-M614 Brook Book. M. H. Miller.
595-H71 Butterfly Book. W. J. Holland.
520-W24 Few Astronomical Instruments, A. Warner and
Swasey, comp.
598-F88 Hezekiah's Wives. L. H. French.
595-M26 Life of the Bee. Maurice Maeterlinck.
S22-J12 Practical Talks by an Astronomer. H. Jacoby.
582-H92 Studies of Trees in Winter. Annie 0. Huntington.
Useful Arts.
617-B480 Orthopedic Surgery. Henry J. Bigelow.
617-B48A Surgical Anaesthesia. Henry J. Bigelow.
604-WIS Wonderful Century, The A. R. Wallace.
Fine Arts.
*750-C81R Correggio. Corrado Ricci.
*797-T37 Lawson History of the America's Cup. Winfield
M. Thompson and Thomas W. Lawson.
*750-D28M Leonardo Da Vinci, 2 v. Muntz.
716-EA7 Old Time Gardens. Alice M. Earle.
*750-R82M Rubens, 2 v. Emile Michel.
(Riverside Art Series).
750-C81H Correggio. E. M. Hurll.
733-H93 Greek Sculpture. E. M. Hurll.
750-L23H Landseer. E. M. Hurll.
750-M58H Michelangelo. E. M. Hurll.
7S0-M61H Millet. E. M. Hurll.
750-M94H Murillo. E. M. Hurll.
750-R17H Raphael. E. M. Hurll.
750-R28H Rembrandt. E. M. Hurll.
750-R33H Reynolds. E. M. Hurll.
750-T53H Titian. E. M. Hurll.
734-H93 Tuscan Sculpture. E. M. Hurll.
750-Y284H Van Dyck. E. M. Hurll.
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Literature.
814-M92 American Traits from the Point of View of a Ger-
man. Hugo Munsterberg.
821-P83 Browning Study Programmes. Porter and Clark.
822-SH5D Dramatic Works. R. B. Sheridan.
814-F54E Essays Historical and Literary, 2 v. John Fiske.
824-AR6E Essays in Criticism, 2 v. Matthew Arnold.
811-W59 Leaves of Grass. Walt Whitman.
814-H83 Literary Friends and Acquaintances. W. D.
Howells.
814-H83L Literature and Life. W. D. Howells.
817-B220 Olympian Nights. J. K. Bangs.
824-ON52 Onlookers' Note Book.
808-H26 Recitations for the Social Circle. James C.
Harvey.
822-3M11 Wm. Shakespeare — Poet, Dramatist, and Man.
H. W. Mabie.
808-B94 Songs of Nature. John Burroughs, Ed.
822-P54U Ulysses. Stephen Phillips.
History, Travel, Etc.
973-H25 American History told by Contemporaries. 4 v.
A. B. Hart, Ed.
973.3C64 Arnold's Expedition to Quebec. John Codman.
91S.7-W93 Asiatic Russia, 2 v. G. F. Wright.
914.7-B48 Borderland of Czar and Haiser. Poultney Bige-
low.
973.7-P83 Campaigning with Grant. Horace Porter.
914.9-H81 Dutch Life in Town and Country. P. M. Hough.
914.4-L99 French Life in Town and Country. H. Lynch.
917.4-M83 Furniture of the Olden Time. Frances C. Morse.
914.3-D32 German Life in Town and Country. W. H. Daw-
son.
974.4-OS3 Historical Sketch of Salem. C S. Osgood and H.
M. Batchelder.
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938-B6S History of Greece. Geo. W. Botsford.
*974.4-H93 History of Middlesex County, 3 v. D. Hamilton
Hurd, Comp.
974.4-T24 History of North Brookfield, Mass. J. H. Temple.
937-B65 History of Rome. Geo. W. Botsford.
914.9-M48 Holland and the Hollanders. D. S. Meldrum.
970.1-C43 Indian, The ; The North-west. Chicago and North-
western R. R., Ed.
970.1-EA7 Indian Boyhood. Chas. A. Eastman.
914.9-B27 Isles and Shrines of Greece. S. J. Barrows.
915.2-M83 Japanese Homes and Other Surroundings. E. S.
Morse.
*973.3-M382- Massachusetts Soldiers and Sailors of the Revolu-
y910 tionary War. Prep, and pub. by Secretary of
the Commonwealth.
919.6-C71 Mastery of the Pacific. A. R. Colquhoun.
915.2-G87 Mikado's Empire, The. 2 v. Wm. E. Griffis.
974.7-IN6 New Amsterdam and its People. J. H. Innes.
973-F54N New France and New England. John Fiske.
916.2-B13 Our Houseboat on the Nile. Lee Bacon.
916.2-P37 Present Day Egypt. F. C. Penfield.
914.7-P18 Russian Life in Town and Country. Francis
Palmer.
920-F93 Sea Fighters from Drake to Farragut. Jessie P.
Frothingham.
973-L82E Short History of the English Colonies in America,
A. H. C. Lodge.
915.9-C15 Siam in the Twentieth Century. J. G. D. Camp-
bell.
914.6-H53 Spanish Life in Town and Country. L. Higgin.
970-P23S Struggle for a Continent, The. Francis Parkman,
(Ed. from his writings by Pelham Edgar).
914.9-ST7 Swiss Life in Town and Country. Alfred T. Story.
915.5-SY4 Ten Thousand Miles in Persia. Major P. M.
Sykes.
916.3-W4S 'Twixt Sirdar and Menelik. Captain M. S.
Wellby.
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917.2-H35
*974.4-N44A
974.4.N44H
974.4.N44
*974.4-N44PE
*974.4N44P
*974.4-R36P
*974.4-N44W
919.8-K47
B-B544B
B-B794A
B-EL43
B.F454T
B-G454M
B-L517W
B-L634N
B-B144
920-V44
B-L954S
B-R445
B.F854F
B-M336R
B-EL47A
B-N162
Two years in the French West Indies. Lafcadio
Hearn.
Vital Records of Alford, Mass. New England
Historic Genealogical Society, Ed.
Vital Records of Hinsdale, Mass. New England
Historic Genealogical Society, Ed.
Vital Records of Montgomery, Mass. New Eng-
land Historic Genealogical Society, Ed.
Vital Records of Peru, Mass. New England His-
toric Genealogical Society, Ed.
Vital Records of Pelham, Mass. New England
Historic Genealogical Society, Ed.
Vital Records of Princeton, Mass. F. P. Rice, Ed.
Vital Records of Walpole, Mass. New England
Historic Genealogical Society, Ed.
White World, The. Rudolf Kersting, Col.
Biography.
Bismarck, Some Secret Pages of his History, 2 v.
Moritz Busch.
Brooks, Phillips, Life and Letters of. 2 v. A. V.
G. Allen.
Eliot, Charles, Landscape Architect.
Field, Eugene. 2 v. Slason Thompson.
Gladstone, William E. Justin McCarthy.
Lee, Robert E. H. E. White.
Lincoln, Abraham. 10 v. Nicolay and Hay.
Links with the Past. Mrs. Charles Bagot.
Lives of the Painters. 4 v. Giorgio Vasari.
Lowell, James Russell. 2 v. Horace E. Scudder.
Making of an American. Jacob A. Ries.
Many-sided Franklin. Paul Leicester Ford.
Marie Antoinette, Life of. 2 v. M. De La Roch-
eterie.
Martyrdom of an Empress.
Napier, Lady Sarah Lennox. Life and Letters.
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B-N164R Napoleon, The Last Phase. Lord Rosebery.
B-P964S Plant, Henry Bradley, Life of. G. Hutchinson
Smyth.
B-P696R Playfair, Lyon, Memoirs and Correspondence of.
Wemyss Reid.
B-L558M Pope Leo XHL Justin McCarthy.
B-V662L Queen Victoria, Her Life and Empire. Marquis of
Lome.
B-B664 Sixty Years in Public Affairs. 2 v. Geo. S. Bout-
well.
B-ST45B Stevenson, Robert Louis. 2 v. Graham Balfour.
B-T73 Tribulations of a Princess.
920-M27 Types of Naval Officers. A. T. Mahan.
B-W832L Wolcott, Roger. William Lawrence.
B-W832 Wolcott, Roger, Public Services in Memory of.
(American Statesmen Series.)
B-AD13A Adams, Charles Francis. Charles F. Adams, Jr.
B-C274M Cass, Lewis. A. C. McLaughlin.
B-F854MR Franklin, Benjamin. John T. Morse, Jr.
B-H3935T Henry, Patrick. Moses Coit Tyler.
B-J334P Jay, John. George Pellew.
B-M834R Morris, Gouveneur. Theodore Roosevelt.
B-SE84L Seward, Wm. H. T. K. Lothrop.
B-V274S Van Buren, Martin. Edward N. Shepard.
B-W273L Washington, George. 2 v. Henry Cabot Lodge.
(American Men of Letters Series).
B-C946C Curtis, George William. Edward Gary.
B-H314W Hawthorne, Nathaniel. George E. Woodberry.
B-L864H Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. T. W. Higgin-
son.
B-P574W Poe, Edgar Allen. George E. Woodberry.
B-SI44T Simms, Wm. Gilmore. Wm. P. Trent.
B-T214S Taylor, Bayard. Albert H. Smyth.
B-W677B Willis, N. P. Henry A. Beers.
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(English Men of Letters Series) .
B-AD24C Addison, Joseph. W. J. Courthope.
B-B443J Bentley, Richard. R. C. Jebb.
B-C194N Carlyle, Thomas. John Nichol.
B-C673T Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. H. D. Traill.
B-D444M DeQuincey, Thomas. David Masson.
B-D844S Dryden, John. G. Saintsbury.
B-F464D Fielding, Henry. Austin Dobson.
B-K224C Keats, John. Sidney Colvin.
B-L234C Landor, Walter Savage. Sidney Colvin.
B-L794F Locke, John. Thomas Fowler.
B-SH44S Shelley, Percy B. J. A. Symonds.
B-SH530 Sheridan, Richard B. Mrs. M. 0. W. Oliphant.
B-SI14S Sidney, Sir Philip. J. A. Symonds.
B-ST4384T Sterne, Lawrence. H. D. Traill.
B-W895M Wm. Woodsworth. F. W. H. Myers.
(Riverside Biographical Series).
B-C786R Cooper, Peter. R. W. Raymond.
B-D744B Douglas, Stephen A. W. G. Brown.
B-EA24H Eads, James B. Louis How.
B-F854M0 Franklin, Benjamin. P. E. More.
B-G764AL Grant, U. S. Walter Allen.
B-H185C Hamilton, Alexander. Chas. A. Conant.
B.IR84B Irving, Washington. H. W. Boyton.
B-J132B Jackson, Andrew. Wm. G. Brown.
B-J3S4ME Jefferson, Thomas. H. C. Merwin.
B-J724H Jones, Paul. Hutchins Hapgood.
B-L584L Lewis and Clark. Wm. R. Lighten.
B-M3S4T Marshall, John. J. B. Thayer.
B-P384H Penn, William. Geo. Hodges.
F462A
Fiction.
Adventures of Joseph Andrews, The. Henry
Fielding.
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B874A Apostles of the South-east, The. Frank T. Bullen.
J157A At Sunwich Port. W. W. Jacobs.
J654A Audrey. Mary Johnston.
D296B Belshazzar. Wm. S. Davis.
AR54B Benefactress, The. Countess von Armin.
V284B Blue Flower, The. Henry Van Dyke.
J234B Bostonians, The. Henry James.
C114BY Bylow Hill. George W. Cable.
G184C Captain of the Grey Horse Troop, The. Hamlin
Garland.
B144 Casting of Nets. Richard Bagot.
M134C Castle Craneycrow. George B. McCutcheon.
C114C Cavalier. George W. Cable.
C854CE Cecilia. F. Marion Crawford.
F884 Colonials. Allen French.
AD14: Confessions of a Wife. Mary Adams.
C353CO Conspirators. Robert W. Chambers.
OL44D Danny. Alfred Ollivant.
B874D Deep-sea Plunderings. Frank T. Bullen.
R444D Diary of a Goose-Girl. Kate Douglas Wiggin.
EG34D Dorothy South. George Gary Eggleston.
M284D Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall. Charles Major.
C593D Double Barrelled Detective Story. Mark Twain.
SM52F Fortunes of Oliver Horn, The. F. Hopkinson
Smith.
D774G Great Shadow. A. Conan Doyle.
B724H Hohenzollern. Cyrus Townsend Brady.
D774H Hound of the Baskervilles, The. A Conan Doyle.
M124I If I Were King. Justin McCarthy.
K584IR Iron Brigade, The. Gen. Charles King.
K164J Jarvis of Harvard. R. W. Hauffman.
M222J Jezebel. La Fayette McLaws.
ST64K Kate Bonnet. F. R. Stockton.
H83SK Kentons, The. W. D. Howells.
R543K Kindred of the Wild. C. G. D. Roberts.
H229L Lady Paramount. Henry Harland.
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D644L Leopard's Spots, The. Thomas Dixon, Jr.
L892 Letters from a Self-made Merchant to His Son.
Horace Lorimer.
B275LI Little White Bird, The. J. M. Barrie.
V284L Lost Word, The. Henry Van Dyke.
C353M Maid At Arms, The. Robert W. Chambers.
G655M Man from Glengarry, The. Ralph Connor.
C854MI Marietta. F. Marion Crawford.
Misdemeanors of Nancy, The. Eleanor Hoyt.
H812M Mississippi Bubble, The. Emerson Hough.
H364M Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch. Alice C.
Hegan.
P1440 Old Gentleman of the Black Stock. Thomas Nel-
son Page.
M693P Pines of Lory. J. A. Mitchell.
W645PO Portion of Labor. Mary E. Wilkins.
B312P Puritans. Arlo Bates.
D294R Ransom's Folly and Other Stories. Richard Hard-
ing Davis.
M925R Rockhaven. Charles C. Munn.
AL28SE Sea Turn and Other Matters, A. Thomas B.
Aldrich.
N515S Shirley. Mrs. Charlotte Bronte NichoUs.
ST437S Sentimental ] ourney Through France and Italy, A.
Lawrence Sterne.
H784S Shadow of the Rope, The. E. W. Horning.
W6917S Spenders, The. Henry L. Wilson.
V284S Story of the Other Wise Man, The. Henry Van
Dyke.
M193TE Temporal Power. Marie Corelli.
T174T Two Vanrevels, The. Booth Tarkington.
W5S4V Valley of Decision. 2 vols. Edith Wharton.
TTT'7 ^ A TTW764V Virginian, The. Owen Wister.
B724W Woven with the Ship. Cyrus Townsend Brady.
Juvenile.
J-811-R45B Book of Joyous Children, The. James Whitcomb
Riley.
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J-ST6SE Errand Boy of Andrew Jackson, The. W. 0.
Stoddard.
J-L914FV Five Little Peppers Midway. Margaret Sidney.
J-B984IN In the Days of Audubon. Hezekiah Butterworth.
J-F884J Junior Cup. Allen French.
J-K624JV Just So Stories (for little children). Rudyard
Kipling.
J-C885M Miss Muffet's Christmas Party. S. M. Crothers.
J-818-H42 More Animals. Oliver Herford.
J-818-D43 Mother Goose. W. W. Denslow.
J-818-D43N Night Before Christmas. W. W. Denslow.
J-0R14P Princess Kallisto and Other Tales of the Fairies,
The. William D. Orcutt.
J-T594 Under Colonial Colors. E. T. Tomlinson.
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REPORT OF THE TREASrRER OF WAYLAND
PUBLIC LIBRARY FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 1, 1903.
Dr
To unexpended appropriation for the year 1901 . $91 95
To appropriation for the year 1902 .... 800 00
To individual contributions ..... 349 50
To interest on Library funds ..... 66 00
To one-half Dog Licenses ...... 129 60
To amount collected from fines and cards by Librarian 20 00
To amount collected from fines and cards by Assistant
Librarian at Cochituate ..... 4 35
$1,461 40
Cr
By Salary of Librarian ...... $325 00
By Salary of Assistant Librarian .... 40 00
By Books, Magazines, etc., ..... 514 17
By Janitor's Salary ....... 198 18
By Library Bureau ....... 9 51
By Rent of Hammond typewriter .... 4 75
By Hammond typewriter ...... 49 50
By American Express Co. ...... 35 72
By W. D. Parlin 5 22
By Union Carbide Co. 72 40
By Bookbinding . . . . . 18 10
By Fuel •. . . 75 81
By Hose, etc., 3 50
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By S. E. Campbell $5 00
By L. K. Lovell 1 95
By Thomas Groom, & Co. 6 42
By Repairs 5 94
$1,371 17
Balance unexpended March 1 . . . . 90 23
$1,461 40
HENRY D. PARMENTER,
Treasurer.
WAYLAmy March 1, 1903.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH FOR
1902-3.
The Board of Health respectfully submit the following report of
contagious diseases : —
Smallpox, 18.
Scarlet Fever, 11.
Typhoid Fever, 2.
LICENSES GRANTED UNDERTAKERS, 2.
A. S. Morse. David P. W. Loker.
Nothing has been done in regard to Granny Pond. The Board
will take no action unless so directed by the Town. It must be
either drained or filled up, which would cost a large amount of
money.
The piggeries at North Wayland are kept in perfect condition,
and no complaints have been received from that vicinity.
The Board heartily thank the citizens of the town for co-operat-
ing with them during the outbreak of smallpox ; also for behavior
of patients while in quarantine.
EXPENDITURES.
E. E. Sparks, M.D., vaccination and medical services
E. E. Sparks, M.D., vaccination and medical servises
P. S. Ide, M.D., vaccination and medical services
W. R. Gerald, two months' rent office
W. F. Garfield, teams
W. C. Neal, police duty
$365 00
50 00
72 50
16 00
6 50
42 00
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W. C. Hunting, services .... . $56 00
M. C. Baldwin, services 35 00
T. Bryant, services 38 00
T. Bryant, fumigation and disinfection . . . 84 95
E. A. Atwood, lamp and oil 2 58
Mrs. W. Mund, board of Oliver Dufault ... 75 00
G. B. Howe, coal and wood ..... 7 15
C. E. Thayer, formaldehyde and supplies . . . 25 35
B. Phillips, repairs on machine ..... 2 00
W. C. Hunting, services 25 00
M. C. Baldwin, services 25 00
T. Bryant, services ....... 25 00
T. Bryant, fumigation 20 00
E. A. Atwood, formaldehyde ..... 1 20
C. A. Roak, moving furniture and cleaning office . 1 00
T. Bryant, fumigation 15 00
W. C. Hunting, services 7 50
$997 73
Cr.—The State Board of Charity will reimburse us with the board
and services to Archie Dupree.
Board $75 00
Medical services 30 00
$105 00
Appropriation $1,000 00
Expenditures 997 73
Balance $2 27
W. C. HUNTING, Chairman,
M. C. BALDWIN,
T. BRYANT, Clerk.
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WATER COMMISSIONERS^ REPORT.
Wayland Water Commissioners
In account with Frank E. Yeager, Town Treasurer, Dr.
August 1, 1902. To Cash $384 00
September 2, 1902. To Cash .... 200 00
October 25, 1902. To Cash 100 00
December 5, 1902. To Cash .... 150 00
January 12, 1903. To Cash 150 00
February 13, 1903. To Cash .... 150 00
February 20, 1903. To Cash .... 150 00
February 28, 1903. To Cash .... 821 19
$2,105 19
Cr.
October 23, 1902.
To Order No. 1, Maintenance. . . . $258 02
February 28, 1903.
To Order No. 2, C. H. Boodey, ext. com. . 20 00
3, W. M. Fullick, com. . . 20 00
" 4, N. G. Dudley, com. . . 20 00
" 5, H. G. Dudley, sup. and clerk. 182 50
" 6, Maintenance. . . . 263 89
7, Sinking Fund. ... 700 78
" 8, Interest on Water Bonds. . 640 00
$2,105 19
WILLIAM M. FULLICK,
HENRY G. DUDLEY,
Commissioners \^ayland Water Works.
Wayland, February 28, 1903.
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REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS OF WAT-
LAND WATER WORKS SINKING FUND.
September 25, 1902.
Drawn from Sinking Fund and paid to Town Treas-
urer for bonds due $4,000 00
February 28, 1903.
Amount deposited in Natick Five-Cent Savings
Bank, Natick, Mass 1,261 67
Interest on above deposit to November 1, 1902. . 164 22
Amount deposited in Watertown Savings Bank,
Watertown, Mass 1,000 00
Interest on above deposit October 1, 1902. . 140 22
March 7, 1903.
Amount deposited in the Natick Five-Cent Savings
Bank, Natick, Mass 700 78
$3,266 89
WILLIAM M. FULLICK,
HENRY G. DUDLEY,
Wafer Commissioners, Wayland Wa/er Works Sinking Fund.
February 28, 1903.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
WATLAND WATER WORKS.
The water works having been built (25) twenty-five years this fall
we thought we would give a slight decription of same.
The reservoir consists of about sixteen acres with a capacity of
(16) sixteen million gallons of water. There is a dam dividing the
reservoir into two ponds, but by advice of state board, we have
cut a channel through the dam making the two ponds into one.
We have taken about (700) seven hundred loads of loam out of
the reservoir this year at a cost of $128.18 and would recommend
that all the mud and loam be removed from reservoir, and in order
to start the same this summer would recommend that the town
give the Water Commissioners power to borrow (2,000) two thou-
sand dollars for three years, the same to be paid from water rates,
and to be used on reservoir.
A leak developed below the dam last summer and after con-
sulting with the constructing engineer, H. W. Blasdell, and by his
advice, we repaired same at a cost of $158.84. The leak was
caused by a broken pipe and was no fault of dam construction as
the dam core is in fine order and first class.
There are about (7) seven miles of main pipe from 10 inches
to 2 inches in diameter, there are (260) two hundred and sixty
service taps on mains, some of which are not in use. There are
(37) thirty-seven fire hydrants on line, which have been painted
this year same as usual.
The maintenance account is as follows :
1902.
April 1. To Labor for March . . . . $1150
May 1. Labor for April 26 GO
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May 2. Archie Dupree $ 7 00
21. N. Tatro 6 00
June 1. Labor for May 24 50
3. Bigelow & Douse .... 7 33
July 1. Labor for June 22 50
16. Howe & Co 65
Aug. 1. Labor for July . . . , . 14 00
19. Bennett Mfg. Co 2 40
28. Bigelow & Douse & Co. . . . 6 44
Sept. 1. Labor for August .... 18.50
1. Expense to Boston .... 1 00
Oct. 1. Robinson & Jones .... 50
1. Labor for September .... 29 50
1. Howe & Co 50
4. Harry G. Dudley .... 31 50
4. Peter Levitte 28 70
4. N. Godeau 19 50
6. Telegraph to Blasdell.... 1 30
11. Peter Levitte 12 00
28. C. A. Peck 16 75
30. Walter F. Evans .... 16 68
30. Thomas Evans 22 75
31. Harry G. Dudley .... 33 00
Nov. 1. Labor for October .... 38 00
11. Union Lumber Co. ... , 46 20
13. P. A. Leary 4 67
Dec, 1. Labor for November . . . . 11 50
1903.
Jan. 1. Walwoith Mfg. Co. .... 20 50
1. Labor for December .... 9 50
1. Harry G. Dudley . . . • 4 00
Feb. 1. Labor for January .... 3 50
18. E. P. Butler 3 87
18. Wagon Post . . . , . 3 00
26. Walworth Mfg. Co. . ' . . . 6 37
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Feb. 28. Labor for February .... $5 50
28. Postage ' 4 80
$521 91
Respectfully submitted,
H. G. DUDLEY,
Superintendent.
Wayland, February 28, 1903.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF NORTH
AND CENTRE CEMETERIES.
Appropriation ..... $50 00
Expended . . . $50 00
$50 00
A. S. MORSE,
Superintendent.
At the meeting on March 24, 1902, it was voted to erect a fence
in the North Cemetery and an appropriation made for the same.
The fence was completed May 9, 1902, for the amount of the ap-
propriation.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF LAKE
VIEW CEMETERY.
March, 1902. Appropriation $50 00
Received sale of lots .... 20 00
$70 00
Expended . . . . $60 00
Unexpended balance . . 10 00
$70 00
DAMON L. ^?'EASEY,
Superintendent,
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STATE AID.
The following is a list of persons, (with
ceived State and Military Aid from March,
Butterfield, John C.
Butterfield, Lizzie M.
Brummett, Rosalia
Carter, Eldbridge A.
Caswell, Moses .
Corman, Elizabeth
Fairbank, John .
Garfield, Nancy J.
Underwood, Julia A.
Hersey, Warren A.
Keay, Charles M.
May, Charles H.
Murphy, James
Moore, Joseph M.
Coakley, Ellen
Pike, Louisa M.
Pierce, Jason M.
Stone, Sarah
Whitney, Eva E.
Webster William G.
SOLDIERS' RELIEF.
E. M. Partridge, rent for Mrs. Coakley
John B. Brigham . . . . .
the amounts) who re-
1902 to Feb. 28, 1903.
$68 00
48 00
$946 00
$28 00
72 00
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G. F. Marston, supplies for Eva E. Whitney $5 00
J. H. Tyrrell, board for Jason Pierce . 84 00
Moses Caswell ....... 20 00
W. S. Webster 18 00
Isaac Damon rent for Mrs. Coakley . 16 00
jonn u. jDUtterneici ...... 1 7. uu
C. A. Roak ....... 10 00
Charles M. Keay 10 00
E. E. Sparks, medical attendance Mrs. Butterfield 1 00
A. H. Tyrrel, board for Jason Pierce . 24 00
$301 00
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REPORT OF MEMORIAL DAT COMMITTEE
FOR 1902
Amount appropriated $100 00
Expended :
Music $50 00
Flowers 14 25
Flags and decorations . . . 3 30
Printing 4 00
Transportation ..... 7 10
Collation 10 00
M. E. Church 3 00
Sundries ...... 1 34
$92 99
Balance unexpended .... 7 01
$100 00
A. CLIFFORD BRYANT,
ERVIN W. SCHLEICHER,
PAUL T. DRAPER.
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EEPORT OF THE ENGINEERS OF FIRE
DEPARTMENT.
We beg to report the following fires to which the department re-
sponded for the year ending March 1, 1903.
March 24, 1902. Alarm from engine house at 8.05 P. M. for
fire at Town Hall, Wayland, caused by gas explosion. No damage.
Fire Department responded on special car.
March 26, 1902. Alarm from box 34 at 11.05 P. M. for fire in
chimney at N. C Griffin's factory.
April 19, 1902. Alarm from engine house at 2.20 P. M. for fire
in woods in rear of Charles Wright's.
April 28, 1902. Alarm from box 36 at 4 P. M. for fire in woods
in front of Leonard Loker's house.
May 1, 1902. Alarm from engine house at 7.15 P. M. caused by
burning out of chimney at N. C. Griffin's factory.
May 12, 1902. Alarm from engine house at 1.45 P. M. for fire
in woods owned by F. Shaw on west side of Wayland road.
May 16, 1902. Alarm from box 34 at 11.20 P. M. for fire at
F. Shaw's house at Five Paths.
May 18, 1902. Alarm from engine house at 7.10 P. M. for fire
in woods in rear of C. C. Thomas's house.
July 15, 1902. Fire at L. H. Huntley's house about 1>^ miles
north of Wayland. Destroyed house, barn and shed.
November 22, 1902. Alarm at 9.05 P. M. for fire in woods in
rear of Underwood's house.
December 15, 1902. Alarm from box 24 at 8.20 P. M. for fire
in Ralph Bent's house.
January; 24, 1903. Alarm from box 23 at 1.05 P. M. for fire in
L. C. May's factory.
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Feb. 10, 1903. Alarm from box 25 at 12, midnight, in tenement
occupied by D. Foley.
Firemen's Pay .... $394 00
Paid for extinguishing wood fires . 26 SO
Natick Gas & Electric Co. . . 40 54
April 28, 1902, Use of tower bell and clock for fire
alarm 50 00
E. W. Marston taking care of fire
alarm 25 00
March 6, 1902. E. W. Marston labor and stock . 18 95
May 14, 1902. Pettingell Andrews Co. Supplies . 13 68
April 1, 1902. P. D. Gorman, labor in engine house 1 50
March 27, 1902. C. H Handerson, repairing clock . 2 00
April 3, 1902.
)
Sept. 6, 1902. ^W. D. Parlin, supplies ... 425
Jan. 1, 1902. )
March 22, 1902. Cleland & Underwood, 6 cane seat
chairs ..... 6 00
E. W. Marston for use of automatic
current breaker and care of same 5 00
May 14, 1902. Geo. M. Stevens, labor and supplies 6 86
May 16, 1902. Natick & Cochituate Street Railway
Co., special car to Wayland 2 50
March 19, 1902. ]1 Robinson & Jones, coal and wood
April 28, 1902. Jf and use of team .... 9 00
Use of water in engine house from
Jan. 1, 1902 to Jan. 1, 1903 12 00
Aug. 14, 1902. James S. Corbin, for labor on fire
alarm system .... 15 00
Aug. 4, 1902. J. A. & W. Bird & Co., 1 barrel
Blue Vitriol .... 23 63
Oct. 30, 1902. W. E. Decrow, repairing register
testing and adjusting same .
Mitchell Manufacturing Co. 4 fire de-
partment badges ....
2 95
4 00
Nov. 28, 1902. A. B. Neal, use of team 1 00
$664 36
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The fire department and fire alarm are in excellent condition.
Unexpended balance $499 38
Appropriation 700 00
Expended
Firemen's pay .... $394 00
Incidentals 270 36
Engineers' salaries ... 30 00
Unexpended balance . . . 505 02
$1,199 38 $1,199 38
Cash in hands of Engineers from sales of old copper $12 35
(( (( (( t( {{ {( ti it it
^
Respectfully submitted,
E. W. MARSTON, Chief,
W. L. KING, First Assistant and clerk,
W. C. HUNTING, Second Assistant.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS.
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of March.
Men.
Days. Hours,
Horses.
Days. Hours. Amount.
T. Coughlin . 7 ^72 00
J. J. Coughlin 1 3 00
George F. Harrington 1• ± ^/2 00
M. W. Hynes AKJ 0 •J 72 1 2 1
7
C. E. Quinn . A A*T Q
Frank Quinn . 6 0 1 4X 02
M. C. Baldwin 12 Q(J 00
L. Hannis 3 7 00
J. J. Erwin . 7 4 5 22 22
W. C. Neal . 13 18 51 87
L. J. Bemis . 2 1 7 00
B. Tatro 1 8 3 78
Ralph Neal . 2 12
Charles Carter 4 89
E. Clark 1 2 33
T. B. Haws . 2 4 00
John Banks . 1 3 2 67
George Richardson 7 14 30
John Dunn 5 1 11
John Clark . 2 4 4 89
Charles Fairbanks 5 5 1 94
C. Ward 4 8 72
Alex Spear . 1 3 1 3 4 67
George F. Harrington
,
lighting lanterns 1 25
M. W. Hynes, lighting lanterns • • 1 25
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E. N. Eaton, lighting lanterns . . , . . $1 00
Thomas Dowey, repairing culvert .... 6 50
L. K. Lovell, pail and oil . . , . . 50
George W. Hancock, 61 loads gravel . . . 6 10
John E. Dolan, care of lanterns ...» 3 00
Total $251 15
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of April.
Men.
Days. Hours.
Horses.
Days. Hours. Amount.
W. H. Campbell . 6 6 $2 34
Henry Smith 15 8 31 78
T. E. Jennings 11 23 89
M. W. Hynes 6 8 26 7 53 94
T. L. Hynes 15 4 25 8 69 72
J. F. Malloy 4 8 20 00
A. E. Adams 8 12 00
E. Harrington 13 8 27 78
P. S. Zimmerman . 9 5 19 11
T. Murphy . 9 18 00
M. C. Baldwin 8 16 1 40 28
J. Bailey 8 16 00
F. Lane 7 14 00
C. E. Quinn . 2 4 00
W. C. Neal . 25 1 37 Ay^ 105 87
John Kelly . 20 40 12
Thomas Bowles 14 28 00
Charles Fairbanks . 3 12 1% 26 46
Charles Peck 8 16 40 00
F. Byron 1 2 55
M. Temple . 6 6 30 00
David C. Smith 2 4 00
Walter Evans 6 12 00
Thomas Evans 2 8 5 78
J. N. Banks . 1 7 3 52
William F. Smith . 1 3 00
Isaac Damon 6 6 A% 32 50
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Otis Atwell ... 6
Cyrus Roak
Bert Smith ... 1
Martin T. Hall, printing pay-roll
Ames Plow Company, for tools
Total
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of May.
Men,
Days, Hours,
22 5
10
17
W. C. Neal .
M. Temple .
T. Hause (labor in April)
T. Hause
T. Bowles
Charles Fairbanks .
John Kelley .
Walter Evans
Charles Ellis
E. A. Carter .
Charles McGwingle
John Fox
Leslie Sherman
Howard Sherman .
George E. Sherman
George N. Sherman
Leslie Sherman
C. Ward
Thomas Murphy .
Michael W. Hynes
Thomas L. Hynes
Henry Smith
Charles Harrington
P. S. Zimmerman .
Charles Thing, use of horse .
A. B. Sherman, 151 loads of gravel .
3
3%
9
9
9
3
9
10
3
6
7
7
6
5
5
5
^y
^y
3
6
6
1/2
6
6
Horses.
Days. Hours.
29 7/2
3>^
30
11
14
$12 00
38
2 00
3 50
20 91
$372 59
A.mount.
$89 88
17 50
41 00
20 00
34 10
2
7
7
1
1
78
11
00
00
00
18 00
18 00
18 00
6 00
18 00
20 00
45 00
6 67
13 34
17 00
35 34
14 34
13 34
11 34
1 00
15 10
Total $491 84
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Highway Pay-roll for the Month of June.
Men, Horses.
W. C. Neal .
Days.
19
Hours. Days. Hours.
50
Air, ount.
$113 25
Colin Ward . 7 00
H. G. Dudley 6 1 33
TTT '11 • OilWilliam Garfield . 4 6 00
George E. Sherman 1 10 00
T. Hawes 14 2 28 00
T 1 TT 1
1
John Kelley . 12 5 25 13
T. Bowles 16 32 12
M. C. Baldwin 11 1 22 2 55 56
M. W. Hynes 20 4 30 64
T. L. Hynes 11 2 22 4>^ 56 11
Charles Harrington 10 1 20 23
Thomas Murphy . 10 2 20 45
Henry Smith 11 2 22 45
Fiske & Co., dynamite, caps, fuse and hammer 1 c 11
Union Lumber Company, lumber
$446 82
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of July.
W. C. Neal .
Men.
Days. Hours.
16 61^
Horses.
Days. Hours.
31
Amount
$81 36
C. E. Miller . 22 6 23 52
Thomas Bowles 17 3 34 64
Thomas Evans 3 60
Henry Smith 1 2 00
T. Murphy . 1 2 00
T. L. Hynes . 1 1 8 5 00
M. W. Hynes 1 8 3 00
M. C. Baldwin 1 1 8 5 00
Charles Harrington 1 2 00
Shanahan, Woolfolk & Co., 66 loads crushed stone 33 00
A. B. Sherman, 250 loads of gravel ... 25 00
Charles Harrington, lighting lanterns ... 1 00
Total $218 18
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Highway Pat-roll for the Month of August.
W. C. Neal .
Thomas Bowles
M. G. Hurley
Herbert Bond
D. W. Ricker
W. S. Webster
C. E. Quinn .
F. Quinn
Henry Smith
M. W. Hynes
Thomas Murphy
Charles Harrington
T. L Hynes .
Union Lumber Company, lumber
Men.
Days. Hours.
17
25
3
1
1
1
4
7
3
2
3
4
1
3
Horses.
Days. Hours.
54
Amount.
$116 06
50 22
6 67
3
2
2
9
23
00
00
88
20 75
00
00
00
00
Total
19 25
11 92
$262 98
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of September.
W. C. Neal .
Thomas Bowles
E. M. Bull .
Fiske & Co., saw .....
L. K. Lovell, rake, oil can and oil, pails
Men.
Days. Hours.
7 8
1
Horses.
Days. Hours.
23
Total
Amount.
$45 50
15 76
2 00
1 65
1 42
$66 33
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of October.
Men.
Days. Hours
W. C. Neal ... 4
Paid for freight on B. and M. R. R.
Portland Stoneware Company, tilepipe
Charles H. Thing, horse hire
Total
Horses,
Days. Hours. Amount.
$8 00
2 30
24 38
1 00
$35 68
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Highway Pay-roll for the Month of November.
Men.
Days. Hours.
Horses.
Days. Hours.
C. C. Ward ... 3
Thomas Bowles . . 1
Peter Zimmerman . . 3
W. F. Evans . . 1
F. E. Quinn .
W. C. Neal .
Union Lumber Company, lumber
C. S. Williams & Co. .
Total
Amount.
$6 00
00
00
00
75
28 75
36 29
1 46
$85 25
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of December.
Men. Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours
W. C. Neal . 8 13
T. B. Hawes . 1 7
W. R. Place . 1
C. A. Roak . 1
Charles W. Fairbank 2 y2 sy
J. B. McElroy ^%
Frank Quinn . 2 2
F. C. Quinn . 2
C. E. Quinn . 2
T. Caughlin . 2
W. H. Caughlin .
James Bryden 2
M. C. Baldwin
John Mack . ! 1
I. S. Dickey . 1
Colder Wheeler . 2
T. L. Hynes . 1 2 2 4
M. C. Hynes 1 2
Henry Smith 1 2
Thomas Murphy . 1 2
Amount.
$36 70
3 55
2
2
8
70
00
81
72
00
00
00
00
00
00
18 75
00
00
00
11
83
45
45
75
Edward Harrington
Charles Harrington
P. A. Leary, blacksmithing
Fiske & Co., nails
Total
$1 78
2 45
1 60
1 83
$127 73
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of January.
Men.
Days. Hours.
W. C. Neal ... 2
John J. Coughlin . . 2
T. H. McManus, picks, drills and bars
Fiske & Co., 50 pounds wire nails .
Stephen R. Adams, 24 loads gravel
P. A. Leary, picks, bars and drills
Total
Horses.
Days. Hours. Amount.
$4 00
4 00
1 95
83
40
60
$15 78
Highway Pay-roll for the Month of February.
W. C. Neal .
Isaac Damon
Thomas Bowles
Henry Matthew
Charles May
Howard George
John Clark
John Hurley .
John N. Banks
C. E. Quinn .
Frank Quinn .
John Erwin
J. W. Smith .
C. A. Roak .
M. G. Hurley
Men. Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours.
y2
7
3
3
1%
Amount.
$12 00
5
2
79
66
67
90
00
11
66
05
67
67
55
28
00
67
76
W. R. Place ..,82 $16 43
George Richardson .3% 3 11 50
M. C. Baldwin ..1 5 1 5 5 45
John Erwin, carting tile pipe 3 75
Robinson & Jones, cement 3 45
Total $95 26
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FINANCE COMMITTEE.
The Finance Committee respectfully submits the following, and
recommends that the same be appropriated and adopted, viz : —
For schools, fuel and care of buildings . . . $8,000 00
School supplies ...... 600 00
Transportation of scholars .... 1,300 00
Repair of school buildings .... 100 00
Superintendent of Schools .... 375 00
School incidentals 200 00
Overdrafts 1,195 72
Incidentals 2,000 00
Salaries 1,300 00
Electric lights 617 50
Fire department, including fire alarm . . 700 00
Hydrants ........ 384 00
Highways, bridges and culverts . . . 2,000 00
Support of poor 2,000 00
Collection of taxes 350 00
Abatement of taxes 200 00
Library 800 00
Lakeview Cemetery 50 00
North and Centre Cemeteries .... 50 00
Schoolhouse loan 1,100 00
Memorial Day ...... 100 00
Sinking fund . . • . . . 1,408 80
Total $24,831 02
We recommend that the sum of four hundred and eighty dollars
be transferred from water rates to pay interest on water bonds.
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That the Selectmen be authorized to draw from the contingent
fund such sums of money as may be necessary, not exceeding five
hundred dollars, for assisting needy soldiers and their families.
That the Selectmen be authorized to draw from the contingent
fund the sum of five hundred dollars for the use of Board of
Health.
That the sum of three thousand dollars be appropriated for inter-
est on town debt, to be taken from contingent fund.
That the money for removing snow be drawn from contingent
fund.
ALBION F. PARMENTER, Chairman.
ISAAC DAMON,
ERNEST E. BUTLER,
DANIEL W. RICKER,
PAUL T. DRAPER, Clerk
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE
SINKING FUND OF THE TOWN OF
WAYLAND.
Your Commissioners would respectfully report that they have
invested the money placed in their hands as follows:
Town of Wayland Bonds purchased . . . $5589 61
Jan. 7, 1901, Deposited in Cambridgeport
Savings Bank .... $337 83
March 8, 1901, 100 00
Interest to July 7, 1901 ... 6 77
Interest to Jan. 1902, .... 7 77
March 3, 1902 200 00
Interest to July, 1902, .... 9 66
Sept. 20, 1902, 100 00
Interest to Jan., 1903, .... 12 46
$774 49
E. W. MARSTON,
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS,
HENRY D. PARMENTER,
Commissioners of Wayland Sinking Fund.
Wayland, March 1, 1903.
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COLLECTOR'S REPORT.
TAXES 1896—1901.
TAXES OF 1896.
Balance due March 1, 1902 $346 03
Paid Treasurer $128 24
Abatements 217 79
$346 03 $346 03
TAXES OF 1897.
Balance due March 1, 1902 $1,012 32
Paid Treasurer $602 38
Abatements 409 94
$1,012 32 $1,012 32
TAXES OF 1898.
Balance due March 1, 1902 $1,813 24
Paid Treasurer $1,115 13
Abatements 38 96
Balance uncollected 659 15
$1,813 24 $1,813 24
TAXES OF 1899.
Balance due March 1, 1902 $3,849 88
Paid Treasurer $2,400 00
Abatements 18 00
Balance uncollected 1,431 88
$3,849 88 $3,849 88
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TAXES OF 1900.
Balance due March 1, 1902 $5,204 87
Paid Treasurer $2,110 00
Abatements 19 60
Balance uncollected 3,075 27
$5,204 87 $5,204 87
Balance due March 1,
Additional assessment
Paid Treasurer
Abatements
Balance uncollected .
TAXES OF 1901
1902
22 00
$2,490 00
29 25
5,890 54
$8,387 79
$8,409 79 $8,409 79
INTEREST.
Interest on taxes of 1896 $10 68
Interest on taxes of 1897 214 34
Interest on taxes of 1898 243 00
Interest on taxes of 1899 280 00
Interest on taxes of 1900 200 00
Interest on taxes of 1901 110 00
Total interest collected and paid Treasurer . . $1,063 02
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY F. LEE,
Collector.
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COLLECTOR'S REPORT.
TAXES 1902.
Tax levy $27,485 84
Additional assessment 4 00
Excise tax 41571
$27,905 55
Collected $19,532 72
Abatements 21 91
$19,554 63 $19,554 63
$8,350 92
Paid interest 1902 tax $88 23
FRED P. DRAPER,
Collector.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.
RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES.
1902.
March 1. Cash balance on hand . . $1,193 21
1. C. B. Howe, Acccount Town
Scales .... 13 80
27. H. F. Lee, tax collector . . 935 00
April 2. Natick National Bank, note
anticipation taxes . . 7,000 00
4. South Middlesex Court, fines . 7 90
4. Overseers of Poor ... 118 77
IS. H. F. Lee, tax collector . 200 00
28. Jose, Parker & Co., note antici-
pation taxes . . . 3,000 00
May 3. H. F. Lee, tax collector . . 500 00
3. C. M. Magorty, lock-up fees . 90
June 3. Jose, Parker, & Co., note antici-
pation taxes . . . 3,000 00
4. Town of Natick, schools . 144 50
7. H. F. Lee, tax collector . 800 00
16. Town of Lexington, poor . 52 00
19. Louis Champigni, pool room
license .... 2 00
$2,142 01
10,326 67
500 90
3,998 50
AUDITOR'S REPORT.
IxKCEII'TS I^^IIOM ALL SoUKCKS
1901.
JMiircli 1. ('ash balanoe
( )ver.seei',s of I'oor
'reiii])()raTv Loans
I'Lvcisp Tax
Water ( 'oiniiiissioneis
Contingent
Taxes ....
Scliools, (including $lir).14
licenses)
Library (1-2 dog licenses)
Water Commissioners
ToTA\. EX PE \ J ) IT n H 1^: s
.
ScliooLs ......... .1158,625 38
School Supplies . 990 1()
School Eepairs 190 04
Transportation . . . . . . . l,o7() 00
Superintendent of Schools . . ... . 750 00
Highways . . . . . . . . 2,191 .'>.')
Incidentals . 2,991 9.",
Fire Department . . . . . . (j4S ()2
(Collection of Taxes 350 00
Lake ^'ie\v cemetery ...... ()4 07
North and Centre Cemeteries .... 50 00
Cemetery Account ...... 50 05
Electric Lights I'M 01
hiterest 3>,(;59 19
School House Loan 1,100 00
Poor Account 3,()63> 09
Salaries 1,052 17
State Tax 1,59() 94
(^ounty Tax 1,890 15
4^emporary Loans 24,000 00
Li])rary Account ....... 915 14
liald win's lU'idge ....... 4.'>1 03
Sidewalks and Culverts...... .'>03 97
Examining IJecords ...... 25 00
Memorial Day 100 00
Ahatement ........ 0 35
Contingent 2,215 00
Parson's Eund 2 00
Water Commissioner ...... 1,99() 00
Cash ,
, .
1,193 21
$63,454 43
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Jan. 3. H. F. Lee, tax collector . . $400 00
3. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent . 5 00
6. Rev. J. N. Jacques, 6 months'
rent 39 00
7. F. P. Draper, tax collector . 2,500 00
12. From water commissioners . 150 00
17. L. K. Lovell, account town
scales .... 34 58
29. State treasurer, state school
fund ... 426 34
Feb. 2. County treasurer, dog licenses 259 20
7. J. E. Linnehan, rent of hall . 5 00
7. H. F. Lee, tax collector . 300 00
10. State treasurer, account Metro-
politan Works . . . 3 50
10. Town of Southboro, poor . 179 02
12. School board, donation fund . 12 00
13. Water commissioners . . 150 00
13. Natick National Bank, note an-
ticipation taxes . . . 5,000 00
14. F. P. Draper, tax collector . 500 00
20. Water commissioners . . 150 00
26. F. P. Draper, excise tax . 415 71
27. H. F. Lee, tax collector . . 850 00
27. F. P. Draper, tax collector . 800 00
28. Water commissioners . . 141 00
Samuel Russell, license . . 1 00
Jacob Reeves ... 2 00
28. A. S. Morse, cemetery account 24 00
28. D. L. Veasey ... 10 00
28. Overseers of Poor . . 26 57
28. F. P. Draper, tax collector . 700 00
28. F. P. Draper, tax collector, in-
terest 88 23
28. Water commissioner . . 680 19
$4,249 91
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Feb. 28. H. F. Lee, tax collector . $195 75
28. H. F. Lee, tax collector, inter-
est 263 02
$10,756 19
Total receipts for year . $69,132 02
EXPENDITURES
As Per Selectmen's and Water Commissioners* Orders, Drawn on
and Charged to Accounts as follows : —
1902.
March
April
May
Schools—Salaries and fuel $835 50
Supt. ..... 75 00
Interest 920 00
Incidental .... 316 86
Highway .... 19 60
Overseers of Poor . 428 10
Schools—Salaries and fuel 7 00
Transportation 112 00
Supplies .... 2 46
Repairs .... 3 98
Soldiers' relief (contingent) 10 00
State and military aid (contin-
gent) .... 72 50
Salaries ..... 58 00
Electric lights (Cochituate) 61 26
Interest .... 298 75
Contingent .... 231 55
Fire department 432 07
Library 100 00
Temporary loans (Note 1901) 6,000 00
Incidental .... 91 17
Highway .... 725 43
$1,830 50
$8,154 13
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Overseers of Poor .
Schools—Salaries and fuel
Supplies
Transportation
Superintendent
Fitting up High School
Soldiers' relief (contingent)
State and military aid (contin
gent)
Salaries ....
Fire department
Lake View Cemetery-
Incidental . . . ,
Highways
Overseers of Poor .
Schools—Salaries and fuel
Supplies
Transportation
Superintendent
Fitting up High School
Soldiers' relief (contingent)
State and military aid (contin
gent) ....
Electric Lights (Cochituate)
Interest ....
Contingent
Salaries ....
Fire Department
North and Centre Cemetery
Lake View Cemetery
Library ....
Memorial Day
Incidental
Highways
Overseers of Poor .
$238 30
653 00
13 23
84 00
75 00
24 00
40 00
70 50
2 50
117 96
22 00
$175 25
491 84
196 87
1,579 50
161 75
251 00
150 00
14 43
25 00
72 50
61 26
110 40
275 00
30 00
43 89
38 00
28 00
200 00
100 00
$195 27
446 82
268 23
$2,157 09
$4,004 69
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School supplies $70 72
Soldiers' relief (contingent) 10 00
State and military aid (contin-
gent) 78 50
Salaries ..... UU
Electric lights (Cochituate) 30 63
Interest ..... 593 12
Water Commissioners, hydrant 384 00
Temporary loan (^note 1901) 4,000 00
Incidental .... $87 26
Highways .... 218 18
Overseers of Poor . 193 20
Schools—Salaries and fuel 3 00
Supplies .... 2 81
Soldiers' relief, (contingent) . 29 00
State and military aid (contin-
gent) 78 50
Salaries ..... 284 50
Interest ..... o4U c\c\00
Fire Department 20 99
Library ..... 200 00
North and Centre cemetery 12 00
Cemetery .... 16 00
Incidental .... 89 84
Highways .... 262 98
Overseers of Poor . 230 39
School—Supplies 15 25
Repairs .... 4 32
Fitting up high school 26 32
Soldiers' relief (contingent) 28 50
State and military aid (contin-
gent) 78 50
Electric lights (Cochituate) 61 26
Interest ..... 165 47
Water bonds .... 4000 00
$6,090 29
$1,985 44
$4,962 83
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Oct. Incidental . . . ,
Highways . . . ,
Overseers of poor .
Schools—Salaries and fuel
Supplies . . . ,
Transportation
Superintendent
Repairs . . . ,
High School Special
Fitting up High School
Soldiers' relief (contingent)
State and military aid (contin-
gent) ....
Salaries ....
Interest ....
Fire Department
Library ....
County Tax .
School House Loan Note .
Water Commissioners
Temporary Loans (1902)
Nov. Incidental
Highways
Overseers of Poor .
Schools—Salaries and fuel
Supplies
Transportation
Superintendent
Repairs
Fitting up High School
Soldiers' relief (contingent)
State and military aid
Electric lights (Cochituate)
Dec. Incidental
Highways
$100 47
66 33
313 30
720 39
194 12
140 00
75 00
26 37
400 00
66 86
17 50
78 50
145 00
259 25
21 63
300 00
1885 54
1100 00
258 02
7000 00
$161 31
35 68
295 16
1,202 72
234 67
200 00
75 00
6 44
15 30
18 00
78 50
30 63
$2,353 41
549 35
85 25
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Overseers of Poor . $222 31
Schools—Salaries and fuel 1,595 97
Supplies .... 16 94
Transportation 253 70
Superintendent 150 00
Repairs .... 29 75
Fitting up High School . 35 45
Soldiers' relief (contingent) 29 00
State and military aid (contin-
gent) .... OH jU
Salaries ..... 59 50
Electric lights (Cochituate) 30 63
Fire department 47 74
^ate tax .... 1,529 94
Incidental .... 45 33
Highways .... 124 30
Overseers of Poor . 471 73
Soldiers' relief (contingent) 19 00
State and military aid (contin-
gent 84 50
Salaries 62 00
Electric lights (Cochituate) 30 63
Tnfprp^ifl.iILCiCi3L ..... yjy LI on
Contingent (Board of Health) 813 53
Fire department 10 08
Temporary loans (Note 1899) 2,000 00
Temporary loans (Note 1901) 2,000 00
Incidental .... 178 29
Highways .... 22 98
Overseers of Poor . 646 72
Schools—Salaries and fuel 1,765 03
Supplies .... 236 63
Transportation 200 00
Superintendent 150 00
$4,720 03
%6,3SS 10
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Feb. Repairs .... $31 68
Fitting up High School 67 36
Soldiers' relief (contingent) 75 00
Salaries .... 614 50
State and military aid (contin-
gent) 169 00
Electric lights (Cochituate) 91 89
Interest . . . . 29 86
Contingent .... 313 46
Water commissioners 1,207 17
Electric lights (Wayland) 345 00
Collection of taxes . 200 00
Cemetery .... 20 00
Parsons' fund 4 00
Library .... 129 60
Temporary loans (Note 1899) 3,000 00
Temporary loans (Note 1901) 2,000 00
Total expenditures for one year
Cash balance
$11,498 17
$67,277 96
1,854 06
$69,132 02
SUMMATRY OF ACCOUNTS
As they Appear on Treasurer's Books, February 28, 1903.
1902.
March 31.
March 1,
SALARY ACCOUNT.
Appropriation
Appropriation for overdraft,
1901 ....
Overdrawn, 1901
F. E. Yeager, Auditor, 1901
Daniel Brackett, Clerk .
E. H. Atwood, Selectman, Chair
man ....
A. F. Parmenter, Selectman
W. S. Lovell, Selectman .
$1,300 00
352 17
$352 17
50 00
50 00
75 00
50 00
50 00
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March F. E. Yeager, Treasurer . . $200 00
D. W. Ricker, Overseer of Poor,
Clerk 60 00
D. P. W. Loker, Overseer of
Poor 40 00
T. S. Sherman, Overseer of Poor 40 00
F. L. Cooper, School Committee 82 00
Isaac Damon, School Committee 37 50
Edward Carter, Assessor . 66 50
N. R. Gerald, Assessor . . 86 25
M. M. Fiske, Assessor . . 81 75
Daniel Brackett, Registrar of
Voters .... 20 00
T. L. Sawin, Registrar of Voters 20 00
Thomas Bryant, Inspector of
Animals . . . . 150 00
Thomas Bryant, Inspector of
Animals .... 50 00
A. A. Carter, Election OfQcer . 4 00
J. I. Bryden, Election Officer . 8 00
L. A. Loker, Election Officer . 2 50
William Stearns, Election Offi-
cer 9 00
Llewellyn Flanders, Election
Officer .... 4 00
J. E. Linnehan, Election Officer 4 00
E. E. Butler, Election Officer . 4 00
G. Lacoutre, Election Officer . 4 00
N. S. Walton, Election Officer . 4 00
Ezra Lemay, Election Officer . 4 00
E. F. Lemoine, Election Officer 2 50
E. F. Lawrence, Election Offi-
cer 4 00
Bryant Bailey, Election Officer 4 00
W. C. Hunting, Election Officer 4 00
E. F. Lee, Election Officer . 4 00
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March H. W. Parmenter, Election Offi-
cer
Unexpended balance
Total . . . .
$4 00
31 00
$1,652 17 $1,652 17
CONTINGENT ACCOUNT.
(Receipts)
March 1. G. B. Howe, town scales' receipts .
15. Additional assessments .
31. Transferred from Baldwin's bridge account
April 4. South Middlesex Court fines
May 3. CM. Magorty, lock-up fees .
June 19. Louis Champigni, pool room license .
July 1. South Middlesex Court fines
1. Transferred from old record's account
15. Rev. J. N. Jacques, 6 months' rent .
Aug. 1. Overlayings on taxes
22. State treasurer, inspecting cattle
Sept. 5. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent
Oct. 2. South Middlesex Court fines
4. House of Correction fines
9. State treasurer's account Metropolitan
Water Works ....
11. State treasurer's account Metropolitan
Water Works ....
25. Additional assessments .
30. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent
Nov. 1. H. F. Lee, tax collector, interest on taxes
13. State treasurer's account Metropolitan
Water Works ....
Dec. 10. State treasurer
Corporation tax . . . $2,105 71
National Bank tax . . 495 66
Street Railway tax . . 696 57
Military aid . . . 137 00
$13 80
22 CO
2,568 97
790
90
2 00
25 35
5 00
39 00
116 23
125 00
17 00
73 18
10 00
19 00
12 00
4 00
31 00
900 00
8 50
4,429 44
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Dec. State $924 50
Burial indigent soldiers . 70 00
29. State treasurer's account Metropolitan
Water Works $12 00
1903.
Jan. 7o
.
ouutii lYLiaaicocx v-^ouri niics QQ
2O. J . ill. j-iinnendn, naii rent c r\r\
0. Rev. J. N. Jacques, 6 months' rent . 39 00
17. L. K. Lovell, town scales' receipts. 34 58
Feb. 7. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent 5 00
10. State treasurer's account Metropolitan
Water Works 3 50
28. Samuel Russell, license .... 1 00
28. Jacob Reeves, license .... 2 00
28. F. P. Draper, tax collector, interest on
taxes ....... 88 23
28. H. F. Lee, tax collector, interest on taxes 263 02
Overdrawn 339 22
(Expenditures)
March 1. Overdrawn, 1901 . . . $1,156 27
Transferred to interest account 3,000 00
Transferred to water commis-
sioners' account . . . 256 00
Transferred to High School
special account . . . 400 00
Transferred to Overseers of
Poor account . . . 1,600 00
North Cemetery fence . . 275 00
Library Tablet ... 41 20
State and military aid . • 946 00
Needy soldiers ... 301 00
Board of Health ... 997 73
Removal of snow . . . 319 61
$9,292 81 $9,292 81
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WATER COMMISSIONERS' ACCOUNT.
1903.
Feb. 28. Receipts for year, from H. G.
Dudley, clerk . . . $2,105 19
Transferred to interest account 640 00
Water commissioners' orders . 1,465 19
$2,105 19 $2,105 19
INTEREST ACCOUNT.
1902.
March 31. Appropriation for overdraft . $19 19
Transferred from contingent
account .... 3,000 00
Transferred from water com-
missioners' account . . 640 00
March 1. Overdrawn . . . . 19 19
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust
Co. (6 months on $42,000 00
town bonds) ... 840 00
April 1. Boston Safe Deposit & Trust
Co. (6 months on $4,000 00
water bonds) ... 80 00
Natick National Bank (3
months on $9,000 00 notes) 101 25
28. Jose, Parker & Co. (discount
on $3,000 00 note) . . 109 50
May 1. Puritan Trust Co. (6 months
on $4,400 00 schoolhouse
note) .... 88 00
June 3. Jose, Parker & Co. (discount
on $3,000 00 note) . . 110 40
July 1. D. B. Heard (6 months on
$1,000 00 water bond) . 20 00
July. 1. Natick National Bank (3
months on $16,000) . . 165 62
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July 8. State Treasurer (discount on
$5000 note) . . . $187 SO
Aug. 1 . Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
(6 months on $11,000 water
bonds) .... 220 00
Sept. 1 . Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
(6 months on $42,000 town
bonds) .... 840 00
5. Jose Parker & Co. (discount on
$2,000 note) ... 85 47
Oct. 1. Boston Safe Deposit & TrustCo.
(6 monthes on $4,000 water
bonds) .... 80 00
1. Natick National Bank (3
months on $16,000 notes) . 171 25
Nov. 1. Puritan Trust Co. (6 months on
$4,400 school note) . . 88 00
1903.
Jan.
Feb.
1. Natick National Bank (3 months
on $9,000 notes) 135 00
1. Trustees Allen Fund (interest
for one year) 60 00
1. Trustees Donation Fund (inter-
est for one year) . 78 00
1. Trustees Draper Library Funds
(interest for one year) 60 00
Trustees Child's Fund (interest
for one year) 6 00
1. Trustees Loker Fund (interest
for one year) 100 00
D. B. Heard, (6 months on
$1,000 water bond) 20 00
21. Natick National Bank (21 days
on $4,000) .... 13 00
1. Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
(6 months on $11,000 water
bonds) .... 220 00
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Feb. Natick National Bank ) 44 days
on $5,000) , . . .
Overdrawn ....
$29 86
$298 85
$3958 04 $3958 04
OUTSTANDING CLAIMS.
42 Town bonds, at 4 per cent, due March 1, 1919 . $42,000 00
11 Water bonds, at 4 per cent, due August 1, 1913 11,000 00
1 Water bond, at 4 per cent, due July 1, 1908 . 1,000 00
3 School house loan notes, at 4 per cent, $1,100 due
November 1, each year 3,300 00
Allen fund, at 6 per cent 500 00
Allen fund, at 6 per cent 500 00
Draper Library fund, at 6 per cent . . . 500 00
Draper Library fund, at 6 per cent . . . 500 00
Childs' fund, at 6 per cent 100 00
Donation fund, at 6 per cent..... 1300 00
Parson's fund, at 5 per cent ..... 200 00
Loker fund at 5 per cent 2000 00
$62,900 00
1902.
Mar. 1.
April 2.
" 28.
June 3.
July 8.
Sept. 5.
1903.
Feb. 13.
1902.
April 2.
TEMPORARY LOANS ACCOUNT.
(Anticipation of Taxes.)
Notes outstanding . . . $19,000 00
Natick National Bank . . 7,000 00
Jose, Parker & Co. . . 3,000 00
Jose, Parker & Co. . . 3,000 00
E. S. Bradford, State Treasurer 5,000 00
Jose, Parker & Co. . . 2,000 00
Natick National Bank . . 5,000 00
Esterbrook & Co. $6,000 00
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July 8.
Oct. 2.
1903.
Jan. 21.
Feb. 13.
Feb. 28.
Total
1902.
Mar. 1
31
June A
Dec. 1
Esterbrook & Co.
Natick National Bank
Natick National Bank
Natick National Bank
Notes outstanding .
1903.
Jan. 2.
Feb. 12.
28.
1902.
$4,000 00
7,000 00
4,000 00
5,000 00
18,000 00
$44,000 00 $44,000 00
SCHOOL ACCOUNT.
Balance
Appropriation
Town of Natick
City of Boston .
State Treasurer
Donation fund
TransferredJrom State Fund .
Expenditures .... $8,362 11
Transferred to Transportation
Account .... 150 00
$625 40
7,000 00
144 50
24 00
250 00
12 00
456 21
$8,512^11 $8,512 11
STATE SCHOOL FUND ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance . . . . .
1903.
Jan. 29. State Treasurer
Feb. 28. Transferred to School Account
Transferred to Supplies' Ac-
count .....
Balance unexpended
$429 11
426 34
$456 21
109 14
290 10
$855 45 $855 45
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SCHOOL SUPPLIES' ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $9 84
31. Appropriation ... 700 00
1903.
Feb. 2. One-half dog licenses . . 129 60
28. Transferred from State Fund . 109 14
Expenditures .... $948 58
$948 58 $948 58
TRANSPORTATION OF SCHOLARS ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $103 30
31. Appropriation.... 1,000 00
1903.
Jan. 16. Transferred from School Ac-
count 150 00
Expenditures .... $1,240 70
Balance unexpended . . 12 60
$1,253 30 $1,253 30
HIGH SCHOOL SPECIAL.
1902.
Oct. Transferred from contingent
account 400 00
Chandler Adjustable chair &
Desk Co $400 00
$400 00 $400 00
SCHOOL REPAIRS.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $3 31
31. Appropriation 100 00
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Mar. 31. Expenditures
31. Balance Unexpended
$102 54
77
$103 31 $103 31
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
375 00
1902.
Mar 31. Appropriation .
1903.
Jan. 2. State treasurer .
2. R. E. Corlew .
375 00
750 00
$750 00 $750 00
FITTING UP HIGH SCHOOL.
1902.
March 1. Balance
1. Expenditures
HIGHWAYS.
1902.
March 1. Balance
31. Appropriation .
Nov. 4. Excise tax (tax)
4. Expenditures
4. Balance unexpended
INCIDENTALS.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation....
Appropriation for overdraft of
1901 ...
249 72
249 72
$249 72 $249 72
$109 15
2,500 00
415 71
2,499 39
525 47
$3,024 86
$3,024 86
$2,000 00
994 93
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1902.
Mar. 1. Overdrawn, 1901 . . . $994 93
Expenditures .... 1,990 40
Balance unexpended . . 9 60
$2,994 93 $2,994 93
ELECTRIC LIGHTS' (COCHITUATE) ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $30 99
31. Appropriation.... 365 00
Overdrawn .... 2 20
Expenditures (Natick Gas and
Electric Light Co.) . . $398 19
$398 19 $398 19
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $499 38
31. Appropriation.... 700 00
Expenditures . . . , $694 36
Balance unexpended . . 505 02
$1,199 38 $1,199 38
HYDRANTS.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation.... * $384 00
July 31. Water Commissioners . . $384 00
$384 00 $384 00
BALDWIN'S BRIDGE ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $2,568 97
31. Transferred to Contingent Ac-
count $2,568 97
$2,568 97 $2,568 97
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OLD RECORDS.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $5 00
July 1. Transferred to Contingent Ac-
count $5.00
$5 00 $5 00
OVERSEERS OF POOR ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation . . . $1,500 00
Receipts for year ... 739 92
Transferred from Contingent
Account .... 1,600 00
1902.
Mar. 1. Overdrawn .... $290 79
Expenditures .... 3,504 31
Balance unexpended . . 44 82
$3,839.92 $3,839 92
LIBRARY.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation 800 00
1903.
Feb. 2. One-half dog licenses .... 129 60
H. D. Parmenter, Treasurer . 929 60
$929 60 $929 60
LAKE VIEW CEMETERY.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation $50 00
Expenditures . . . . $50 00
$50 00 $50 00
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NORTH AND CENTER CEMETERIES.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation $50 00
Expenditures .... $50 00
$50 00 $50 00
CEMETERY.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance . . .... 61 56
1903.
Feb. 28. A. S. Morse 24 00
28. D. L. Veasey 10 00
1902.
Expenditures . . . . 36 00
Balance unexpended . . 59 56
$95 56 $95 56
MEMORIAL DAY.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation 100 00
Expenditures .... 92 99
Balance unexpended . . 7 01
$100 00 $100 00
SCHOOL HOUSE LOAN.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation 1,100 00
1902.
Puritan Trust Co. . 1,100 00
$1,100 00 $1,100 00
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STATE TAX ACCOUNT.
1902.
Aug. 1. State tax .... $900 00
Special marsh land tax . . 516 44
State highway tax . . . 113 50
Dec. 10. State Treasurer . . . $1,529 94
$1,529 94 $1,529 94
COUNTY TAX ACCOUNT.
1902.
Aug. 1. County tax . . . . $1,885 54
Oct. J. 0. Hayden, County Treas-
urer $1,885 54
$1,885 54 1,885 54
WATER BONDS* ACCOUNT
1902.
Sept. 25. W. M. Fullick, Treasurer . $4,000 00
25. Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Co $4,000 00
$4,000 00 $4,000 00
NEW SCHOOL HOUSE (COCHITUATE)
.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $1,000 00
1903.
Feb. 28. Balance unexpended . . $1,000 00
$1,000 00 $1,000 00
CULVERT (NEAR TOWER HILL) ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation
,
. . . $100 00
1902.
Feb. 28. Balance unexpended . . $100 00
$100 00 $100 00
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SINKING FUND ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation.... $1,408 80
1903.
Feb. 28. Balance unexpended . . $1,408 80
$1,408 80 $1,408 80
ELECTRIC LIGHTS (WAYLAND) ACCOUNT.
1902.
May 14. Appropriation.... $400 00
1903.
Feb. 28. F. W. Meserve . . . $345 00
Balance unexpended . . 55 00
$400 00 $400 00
PARSON^S FUND ACCOUNT.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $190 00
Apr. 13. Transferred from Interest Ac-
count .... 30 00
1903.
Feb. 28. A. S. Morse .... $4 00
Balance unexpended . . 216 00
$220 00 $220 00
COLLECTION OF TAXES.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance $96 00
Mar. 31. Appropriation.... 350 00
1903.
Feb. 28. H. F. Lee . . . . $200 00
Balance unexpended . . 246 00
$446 00 $446 00
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TAXES OF 1896.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance uncollected . . $346 03
H. F. Lee, Collector . . $128 24
Abatements . . . . 217 79
$346 03 $346 03
TAXES OF 1897.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance uncollected . . $1,012 32
H. F. Lee, Collector . . $602 38
Abatements .... 409 94
$1,012 32 $1,012 32
TAXES OF 1898.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance uncollected . . $1,813 24
H. F. Lee, Collector . . $1,115 13
Abatements .... 38 96
Balance due . ... 659 15
$1,813 24 $1,813 24
TAXES OF 1899.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance uncollected . . $3,849 88
H. F. Lee, Collector . . $2,400 00
Abatements .... 18 00
Balance due . . . . 1,431 88
$3,849 88 $3,849 88
TAXES OF 1900.
1902.
Mar. 1. Balance uncollected . . $5,204 87
H. F. Lee, Collector . , $2,110 00
Abatements .... 19 60
Balance due .... 30,75 27
$5,204 87 $5,204 87
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1902.
Mar. 1,
TAXES OF 1901.
Balance uncollected
Additional Assessments
H. F. Lee, Collector
Abatements
Balance due .
,387 79
22 00
$2,490 00
29 25
5,890 54
$8,409 79 $8,409 79
TAXES OF 1902
Aug. 1. Town tax
Town tax, additional
State tax
County tax
State highway tax .
Special marsh land tax .
Overlayings
Additional assessments
Excise tax
F. P. Draper, Collector
Excise tax
Abatements .
Balance due
$23,554 13
400 00
900 00
1,885 54
113 50
516 44
116 23
4 00
415 71
$19,062.80
415 71
21 91
8,405 13
$27,905 55 $27,905 55
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
1902.
Mar. 31. Appropriation .... $200 00
Appropriation for^overdraft, 1901 5 04
Mar. 1. Overdrawn, 1901 ... $5 04
Taxes, 1896 .... 217 79
Taxes, 1897 .... 409 94
Taxes, 1898 .... 38 96
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Mar. 1. Taxes, 1899
Taxes, 1900
Taxes, 1901
Taxes, 1902
Overdrawn
$18 00
19 60
29 25
21 91
$555 45
$760 49 $760 49
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TRIAL BALANCE.
Transportation of Scholars" . . . $12 60
School repairs ..... 77
Highways 525 47
Incidentals 9 60
Salaries . . . . . . 31 00
Fire department 505 02
Support of poor 44 82
Collection of taxes .... 246 00
Cemetery account . . . . 59 56
Memorial Day 7 01
New schoolhouse, (Cochituate) . . 1,000 00
State school fund . . . . 290 10
Culvert, near Tower Hill ... 100 00
Temporary loans .... 18,000 00
Sinking fund 1,408 80
Electric lights. Wayland . . . 55 00
Parsons' fund 216 00
Cash ....
Uncollected taxes, 1898
Uncollected taxes, 1899
Uncollected taxes, 1900
Uncollected taxes, 1901
Uncollected taxes, 1902
Overdrafts.
Electric lights, (Cochituate)
Contingent
Abatement of taxes .
Interest ....
$1,854 06
659 15
1,431 88
3,075 27
5,890 54
8,405 13
2 20
339 22
555 45
298 85
$22,511 75 [^$22,511 75
Ill
AUDITOR'S REPORT.
Wayland, March 12, 1903.
The accounts of the financial officers have been examined and
found correct.
CHARLES F. WHITTIER,
Auditor.
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TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE
Wayland, Mass., March 24, 1903.
Article 19. Voted, that the matter of furnishing the in-
habitants of Wayland with water be referred to a committee of
five and said committee be given full power to investigate,
procure plans and estimates from competent engineers and
report their findings, together with their recommendations
thereon, in writing. Said committee to consist of the follow-
ing named persons : Francis Shaw, Walter B. Henderson,
Chester B. Williams, Willard BuUard and John Connelly.
Art. 22. Voted, that the matter of expending two thousand
dollars in cleaning out the reservoir of the Wayland Water
Works be referred to the committee appointed under Article
Nineteen (19) and that the said committee be given full power
to consult competent engineers and procure plans and estimates
of work necessary to put the system in proper condition.
A true copy of record.
Attest
:
DANIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
REPORT OF COnniTTEE
In accordance with the foregoing votes of the town, your com-
mittee duly organized with Mr. Francis Shaw, chairman, and
Mr. Walter B. Henderson, secretaiy.
The first action of the committee was to obtain the advice
of the State Board of Health as authorized by Sec. 117, Chap.
75 of the Revised Laws. After receiving the report of the
State Board of Health (which is printed herewith) it became
evident that the services of a civil engineer with experience in
water works construction were necessary to aid us in finding
the true state of the present system and advise us as to its
immediate needs.
Mr. L. M. Hastings of Cambridge, Mass., formerly city
engineer of that city, was engaged by the committee, and his
report is annexed and made a part of this report
The committee, after careful consideration, have concluded
that it would be unwise to extend the water mains to Wayland
Centre in view of the fact that it would probably necessitate
the installation of an auxiliary supply system.
The committee approve the report of the consulting engi-
neer, Mr. Hastings, and indorse the four recommendations at
the conclusion of his report, and recommend that the water be
restored to its former level in the basin, that Mr. Hastings be
employed to supervise the work, and that a sum not exceeding
^6,000 be appropriated to Carry out the work contemplated.
To make this improvement possible, that the treasurer be
5authorized to borrow this sum on a series of notes of the towa
and that the same be paid from the water rates.
FRANCIS SHAW,
WALTER B. HENDERSON, Secretary,
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS,
WILLARD A. BULLARD,
JOHN CONNELLY,
Committee.
BOARD OF HEALTH REPORT
Reply of the State Board of Health to an Application
from Messrs. Henderson, Williams and Connelly for
Advice in Relation to the Improvement of the Water
Supply of Wayland, under the Provisions of Section
117 of Chapter 75. of the Revised Laws of Massa-
chusetts.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Office of the State Board of Health,
State House, Boston, April 27, 1903.
To Messrs. Walter B. Henderson, Chester B. Williams and
John Connelly, Special Committee of the Town of Wayland,
Gentlemen :—The State Board of Health received from you
on March 31 an application requesting the advice of the Board
as to the improvement of the water supply of Wayland, in
which you state that the town is planning to expend $2,000 in
cleaning the present reservoir and removing mud from the
bottom, and that you are considering the question of extending
the present system to supply the centre of the town ; and in
response to your application the Board has caused the reservoir
and its surroundings to be examined by its engineer and has
considered the results of numerous analyses of the water of this
source made recently and in past years.
It appears from the information available to the Board that
water can be drawn at present either directly from the reservoir
or from a filter gallery extending along the shore of the reser-
7voir for a distance of about 400 feet, with two branches extend-*
ing beneath the bottom of the reservoir.
The results of analyses show that the water of the reservoir
is generally highly colored and contains frequently an excessive
quantity of organic matter, and that it is often objectionable
for drinking and other domestic purposes on account of a disa-
greeable taste and odor. The objectionable quality of the
water of the reservoir is evidently due principally to the char-
acter of the reservoir, which is very shallow and contains much
organic matter in its bottom.
The water of the filter gallery contains less organic matter
than water taken directly from the reservoir, but this water,
which is derived largely from the pond by filtration through the
ground, is generally effected by an excessive quantity of iron,
due to the imperfect filtration of the water, and by a disagree-
able taste and odor which render it objectionable for domestic
purposes.
The water of the filter gallery cannot probably be improved
by any changes that it is practicable to make either in the
reservoir or in the gallery itself. The waters of other filter
galleries in the state which have been constructed, like this
one, beneath, or in very close proximity to, the shores of the
pond, stream or reservoir, have in all cases been found to be
objectionable on account of the presence of an excessive quan-
tity of iron, as in this case, and the only means of improving
the water of the filter gallery, if it is to be continued in use,
will be to filter it through sand in such a way as to remove the
excessive quantity of iron.
The water of the reservoir can doubtless be considerably im-
proved by a thorough cleaning of the bottom and the removal
of all mud, stumps and other organic matter from the area
covered by water and by the drainage of swamps on the water-
shed, but the cost of removing a sufficient portion of the
organic matter in this reservoir to have a noticeable effect in
improving the quality of the water would doubtless be very-
much greater, judging from the information available to the
8Board, than the sum mentioned in your application.
it will be impossible to clean the reservoir without drawing-
out the water, and the flow of the brook above the reservoir
would not be sufficient during the summer season to supply the
village while the improvement was being made, so that a
temporary supply from some other source would be necessary.
The Board has also considered the suggestion of extending
the works so as to supply the central village of Wayland. It
appears from such information as is available to the Board as
to the capacity of your storage reservoir, the size of its water-
shed and the quantity drawn from the source at present, that
the capacity of this source in a very dry season is but little, if
any, in excess of the quantity now being used by the village of
Cochituate alone, and if the supply should be extended to the
central village of Wayland it is likely that an additional quan-
tity of water would soon be required from some other source to
meet the requirements of the town in a dry season, especially
since a considerable quantity of water is liable to be used from
your present source for running the pumps to increase the
pressure needed for fire purposes.
Considering the probability that the present source would
soon prove insufficient for the supply of Wayland should the
extension now proposea be made, and considering that, even if
the reservoir should be thoroughly cleaned and the swamps on
its water-shed drained, the quality of the water of this source
would still be likely to be objectionable, the Board would advise
that you make investigations of the feasibility and probable
cost of obtaining a supply of ground water from some source in
the neighborhood of the village. A good ground water supply
would be far more satisfactory for all domestic purposes than
the water of your present source, even after all the improve-
ment practicable had been made therein, on account of the
freedom of ground water at all times from color, taste and odor
and its lower temperature in the summer season.
The Board would advise that, in making further investiga-
tions, you secure the assistance of an engineer of experience in
9matters relating to water supplies, and when you have made
further investigations the Board will, if you so request, give you
further advice in this matter.
By order of the Board,
SAMUEL W. ABBOTT,
Secretary.
CIVIL ENGINEER'S REPORT
Cambridge, August lo, 1903.
Francis Shaw, Esq.,
Chaiiman Committee on Wayland Water Supply.
Dear Sir:—Agreeably to your request of June 27, 1903, I
have examined the water works system of the town of Wayland
now supplying the village of Cochituate with water, and
obtained such information relating thereto as was possible, and
beg leave to report upon the four points referred to in my letter
of June 22d, 1903, as follows:
First. "As to the present capacity of the works and any
suggested means for increasing the supply."
In the report of the Engineer made at the time the works
were constructed, dated March i, 1879, the area of the water-
shed contributing to the supply is given as 425 acres. In the
absence of any other data I have used this figure in the calcu-
lations. For many years the City of Boston has kept accurate
measurements of the amount of water actually flowing off from
the water-sheds of the different sources of its water supply, the
*'yield" or "run off" as it is called. These measurements have
now been continued so long as to be an excellent guide as to
what yield or run off may be expected from a similar area in
this vicinity.
It has been found, however, that as the area of the water-
shed diminishes in size, the yield or run off per square mile
diminishes, particularly in the dry months of the year. Obser-
vations on small areas of less than one square mile seem to
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show that not over 75 percent of the Sudbury River yield can
be expected on small areas.
It is also a well known fact that it is not the yield of a wet
or even an average year which fixes the capacity of a supply,
but the yield during the dry season of the dryest year, such
seasons as, for instance, 1880, 1883 and 1899.
The size of the reservoir has also an important effect on the
capacity of a works, as from it, in the dry season, may be
drawn the surplus water stored during periods of rains. The
total capacity of the reservoir is given in the report already
referred to as 16,000,000 gallons. 12,000,000 gallons of this is
contained in the upper five feet. Below this point it is not
likely that the w^ater would be suitable for use. Of this
12,000,000 also, over 3,000,000 gallons is contained in the basin
above the filter dyke or dam which should be eliminated from
the supply, as will be explained further on. This leaves the
available storage as 9,000,000 gallons. A daily consumption of
120,000 gallons for a year like 1883 would exhaust this storage,
and is about the measure of the capacity of the works at the
present time. I'his would seem to be confirmed by the experi-
ence of the summer of 1899 w^hen the reservoir was nearly
emptied. This would provide for a consumption of 60 gallons
daily per capita for a population of 2,000 people, as shown by
table "A." The population of the town of Wayland is given
in the Census reports for 1900 as 2,303 for that year, a large
proportion of which is located in the village of Cochituate.
As to any means of increasing the supply from this source.
This could only be done by raising the dam and so increasing
the storage. The shores about the main or lower basins are, at
its upper end, low and flat. The large spring on the land of
Mr. Rice is only 1.70 feet above the present water level in the
reservoir, and any increase in the height of the water would
overflow areas of swampy land, making a condition of w^hich
too much already exists. If the upper basin were raised as is
suggested further on, it is possible that at some seasons of the
year this water might be fit for use, particularly during the dry
time when the water is said to be at its best. If this should
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prove to be the case it would increase the storage capacity
about 5,000,000 gallons, or over 50 per cent., and would raise
the capacity of the works to 150,000 daily, 3.\ is shown by the
table "B."
Second. "As to the present quality of the supply and any
-sugsjested means for improving it."
An examination of the water-shed shows that the danger
from general sewage contamination is very slight. While the
chemical analyses show rather large quantities of "chlorine"
and albuminoid ammonia," these cannot be due to sewage
pollution. The only house from which danger might be likely
to come is that of Mr. Fiske at the Reservoir. Great pre-
caution should be taken here that in a case of typhoid fever or
similar disease no contamination could possibly enter the water
supply. The principal objection to the water seems to be its
hiojh. color and at times disa^rreeable taste. The main cause of
the high color and bad taste in the water seems to be the
vegetable matter derived from the low swampy land through
which some of the water has to pass. This is particularly true
of the west brook discharging into the upper basin, which
comes through a large swamp just before entering the basin.
A recent analysis, made at my request by the State Board of
Health, shows this water to be much higher in color than other
water from points in the basin. See Table '-D." If the basin
were of size and depth sufficient to retain the water a good
length of time, it would undoubtedly improve both in color and
in quality by sedimentation and bleaching.
The water for consumption is drawn, not direct from the
reservoir, but from a filter gallery in the ground below the
bottom. It is a curious fact that this filter now seems to have
lost its efficiency as, while in 1890 and 1891 it removed about
one-half the color, since 1897 it seems to be removing but
little, as is shown by the Table "C."
The present level of the water m the basin seems to be
higher than w^as originally intended, as the overflow at the
wasteway is raised some six or eight inches. While this in-
<
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creases the amount of water held in storage, it also increases
the amount of shallow flowed land on the margin of the basin
and also places the water level dangerously near the top of the
dam. The level of the water should he restored to its original
height^ and the low niuddv shores at the upper end of the 7/iain
basin improved by excavating the mud and raising the shores^
facing the slopes with clean gravel.
Two methods of improving the quality of the water coming^
from the west brook are feasible. The dyke now partially
separating the upper from the main basin could be hnished sa
as to completely prevent the water in this basin reaching the
lower or main basin. The swamp through Avhich the water
comes to the basin could then be improved by carrying a drain-
age ditch along on the edge of the swamp near the margin of
the hard land. The purpose of this ditch would be to intercept
the water flowing from the upland on to the swamp and carry
it directly to the basin, not allowing it to stand on the swamp
and obtain its hio-h color and laro;e amount of ve^^etable im-
purities as it does at present. A considerable improvement in
the quality of the water should follow this treatment. A new
ditch connecting this brook, before it enters the basin, with the
brook now entering the main basin near the highway could
then be dug and the water turned directly into it, eliminating-
thus the shallow upper basin from the supply entirely.
Or, the dyke could be completed and made higher so as to
raise the water in the upper basin about three feet, increasing
by this the storage capacity about 5,000,000 gallons, and the
depth of water three feet. From this dyke or dam a pipe 14
inches in diameter could be laid along the bottom of the reser-
voir through the main dam and discharging below into the
wasteway. Through tips pipe the water of the upper basin
could be discharged below the dam, or if at certain seasons of
the year it should be found desirable and fit, it could be turned
into the lower basin and used. This would probably occur
during the summer, when the need would be greatest Also a
connection could be made at the lower end with the pipe sup-
plying water to the turbine water wheel used to increase the
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water pressure for fire purposes, and the inferior water used for
power, saving that of better quality for domestic use.
The heavy foliage and brush should all be cut away from the
shore line for a distance of at least 50 feet, so that leaves and
vegetable matter may not be carried into the basin.
Third. **As to any other source of supply."
From what has been said in the first section of this report it
seems plain that the capacity of the works, as now constructed,
has been reached. The increased storage capacity provided
"by the carrying out of this plan would augment the daily
capacity of the works and so prolong its life, as shown by
Table "B.''
There are other available sources of supply within the town
^vhich could undoubtedly be made use of ; such as water from
Cochituate Lake, from wells near Sudbury River, from some
brook, or perhaps from the aqueduct of the Metropolitan
Water Supply. The disadvantage of all these sources is that
the water would have to be pumped to a reservoir, and so, of
•course, the annual cost of operation and maintenance would be
higher than if it v/ere obtained by gravity, as is now done.
While the present works cannot be expected to yield in a dry
year but about 120,000 gallons daily in the dry season, it
should be remembered that this occurs but seldom and is con-
tinued for only a few months. During the rest of the time the
supply should be ample for many years. For this reason it
would seem to be best to supplement the present supply with
an auxiliary supply to be used only as occasion may demand.
This can very readily be done by installing at or near Lake
Cochituate a pumping plant, to be driven by an electric motor
or gasolene engine, and pumping into the present piping sys-
tem, letting the surplus water pumped flow into the Reservoir.
This water can readily be obtained direct from the lake or from
driven wells on the margin, it being understood that the
town now has the right to take water from this source. Such
a plant has been found inexpensive to install, economical to
operate, and suffers little from depreciation due to intermittent
running.
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Fourth. "As to any extension of the distribution system to
the centre of the town so as to supply takers there."
Under the present conditions of quality and capacity of
supply, any considerable extension of the distribution system^
and so increase in consumption of water, could not be recom-
mended. If, however, an auxiliary supply is provided, as has
already been suggested, there is no reason why the system
could not be carried to the centre of the town, a distance of
about three miles from the present pipes. I have been unable
to obtain a plan or profile of the highway connecting the twa
localities but there seems to be no physical difficulty in obtain-
ing a feasible route on which to lay a main pipe to supply the
inhabitants of the centre of the town. When this is done the
pipe laid should be of ample size, as it has generally been
found that the demand for a town water exceeds the first ex-
pectation, even if the rates are somewhat high.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
My recommendations for work to be undertaken at once are
as follows.
First, 7hat the filter dam or dyke now extending nearly across
the basin be raised and extended so as to hold the water
in the upper basin three feet higher than at present. [This
will necessitate the construction of a short marginal dyke so
that the water will not flow on to the land of Mr. Francis Shaw]
or what would be better stilly the raising of his roadway to take
the place of the dyke.
Second. That a pipe 14 inches in diameter be laid from this^
dyke to and through the main dam to carry the water from the
upper basin either into the lower basin or below it at will.
Third. That the shallowflowage at the upper end of the lower
basin be improved by excavating from the bottom and sides and
raising the shores.
Fourth. That the shores and margin of the reservoir be
stripped^ and kept free^ of all btnsh^ trees and foliage^ for a dis^
tance of jo feet from the water line if possible.
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These several improvements are shown upon a plan which
accompanies this report.
An approximate estimate of the cost of the work here recom-
fHended is as follows :
,
Approximate Estimate
Raising and enlarging dyke .... $650 00
Raising roadway in Mr. Shaw's land . . . 300 00
Clearing 3 acres land of wood at upper end basin 300 00
14-inch cast iron pipe from dyke to below main dam
about 1050 feet long with gates and fittings . 2500 00
Excavating about 2500 cubic yards at upper end
of main basin . . . . . . 750 00
$4500 00
Add for contingencies 10 per cent. . . . 450 00
Total ....... $495<^ 00
If it is not thought best to connect the 14-inch pipe with the
turbine water-wheel in the gate house a saving of about $300
could be made on the above estimate. The usefulness of this
connection will depend upon the number of fires which occur
and the consequent amount of water used for power.
Very respectfully,
L. M. HASTINGS,
Civil and Consulting Engineer.
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"A"
Showing present capacity of works
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec
Xi 00
T3 -<
.2 y >.
c —
O <fl
67,500
516,500
805,500
675,000
469,000
I 50,000
57^500
39,000
93,000
102,500
96,500
1 20,000
62,500
8l,DOO
74,500
27,000
7,500
23,500
,937,000
,511,000
,145,000
837,000
525,000
728,000
Showing capacity if upper basiR
15 raised 3 feet
150,000
92,500
1 1 1,000
104,500
57,000
47,500
53,500
2,872,500
3,441,000
3,135,000
1,767,000
1,425,000
1,658,500
Total draft on storage, . 8,684,000
12,400,000 gals, in Res. to 5 feet below
full basin
in upper basin3,400,000
9,000,000 in lower basin available
14,299,000
9,000,000 gals, in lower
basin
5,000,000 g'ls. ( in up'r bas-
-< in if dyke is
14,000,000 ( raised? feet
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FROn ANALYSES BY STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
D"
Comparison of Color
Reser Filter
a
•a
c c
c
voir Gallery 1 |i Eg 0
1890 0.98 0.42
0 V
Oi "1 Albu Aim U
1891 0.68 0-37 .84 4.40 .0048 .0280 •23 .98 j Reservoir at
1892 0.26 ( Wasteway
.90 5.60 .0068 .0292 .29 1.04 E. Brook
1896 0'33 1.36 5-05 .0080 .0356 .24 1.42 Upper Basin
1897 0.79 0.74 1.72 5-95 .0084 .328 .27 1.72 W. Brook
1898 0-95 0.83
1899 0-45 0-39 0.03 6.18 .0002 .0045 •43 .07 Nev/ton*
1900 0.69 0.68 0.02 4-23 .0041 .0(631 •25 •07 Lowell*
I901 0.92 0.92 0.42 5.78 .0030 .0221 •45 .6x Cambridge
1902 0.80
*These two waters are from under ground supplies.



